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I

N this chapter y ou will learn about arrays. An array is essentially

it list o jehated variables and can he very useful in a variety of
situationS. Since in C strings are simply arrays of characters, YOU

will also learn about strings and several of C's string functions.

A l

iReview
S
Skill

killsL_Check

ltifr rceding, you should he able to answer these questions
and perform these exercises:

•What is the difference between a local and a global variable?

2. What data type will a C compiler assign to these numbers?
(Assume 16-bit integers.)

a. 10

h. 10000

c. 123.45

ci.123564

e. -451)99

3. Write a program that inputs a lung, a short, and a double and
tliei writes these values to the screen.

4. What does a type cast do?

S. To which if is the else in this fragment associated? What is the
general rule?

if(i )
if(j)	 printf(i and j are true");

else printf(1 is false);

6. Using the following fragment, what is the value of a when its I:'
What is as value when i is 4?

switch(i)

case 1: a = 1;

case 2: a = 2;

break;

case 3: a = 3;

break;
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case 4:
case 5: a = 5;

MMU J)ECLARk ONE-PJMENSI.ONA4ARRAYS.

In C, a one-dimensional array is a list of variables that are all of the
same type and are accessed through a common name. Ail iodiyiil
variablc in 

the 
array is called an arrc^tj cict)wnt. Arrayjrnla

convenient way to handle mr-oups related data.
Torleclare aonrdirnensional array use the general form

type var_name[size];

whcrc ri;pcisa valid C data type, t_nc is the nanmofmaray,
and size specifies the number of elements in the array. For example, to

call	 yay, usc this -elements—
statement.

mt rnyarray20l;

An array element is accessed by indexing the arra y using the
number of the element. In C, all arrays begin at zero. -I'll means that
ii you want to access the First clement in an array, use zero for the
index. To index ararray, specify the index of the clement you Wa lit
inside squire brackets. For example, the folloing refers to the sccond
clement of myarray:

myarray[1]

Remember, arrays start at zero, so an index of I references the second
element.

To assign an array element a value, put the array on the bit side of
an assignment statement. For example, this gives the first element in
myarray the value 100:

myarray[0T = 100;

C stores one-dimensional arrays in one contiguous ilie mory location
with the first element at the lowest address. For example, after this
fragment executes,
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j nt	 if 5);
ifi

f(,r( j =O;	 j'5;	 jif)	 il j ] = j;

1r,l\' i	 ill kX)k like this:

IME
You ma y use the value of an array element anywhere you would

use a simplepie variable or constant. For example, the following program
loads the sqrs arra y with the squares of the numhers I through If) and
tlicli displays them.

Tic 1 11 de <stdio .

irif main(void)

j ilt s(Irs)1O)
jot i

for I i-1 ; i<11; i++) sqrsfi-1]	 i'i

for(i=0;i<10; i++) prirrtfV%d ", sqrr[iJ);

return 0;

When you want to use scanf( ) to input a numeric value into an
arra y eleme it, simpl y put the & in front of the array name. Fur
example, this call to scant'( ) reads an integer into countI9J.

scanf("%d, &countf9]);

C does not perform any hounds checking on array indexes. This
means that it is possible to overrun the end of an array. For example,
jUan array called a is 4eclared as having five elements, the compiler
will still let you access the (nonexistent) tenth element with a
statement like a [ 9 1 . Of course, attempting to access nonexistent
elements will generally have disastrous results, often causing the

/
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program to crash. It is up to you, the programmer, to make sure that
the ends of arrays are never overrun.

In C, you may not assign one entire array to another. For example,
this fragment is incorrect.

char al[101, a2[10];

a2 = al; 1* this is wrong */

If you wish to copy the values of 	 'he elements of one array to
another, you must do SO by copying each element Separately.

I
Arrays are very useful when lists of information need to be
managed. For example, this program reads the noonday
temperature for each day of a month and then reports the
month's average temperature, as well as its hottest and
coolest days.

ffinclurje <stdioh>

lot main(void)

mt temp[311, i, mm, ma,, avg;
j ot days;

printf('How many days in the month?
scanf ( "%d', &clays);

for(i=O; i<days; i++)

printf(Enter noonday temperature for da 75'd" ,
scanf(%d", &temp[i])

1* find average 'I
avg = 0;

for(i=0; i<days; i++) avg = avg + temp[il;
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pr .intf('Average temperature: %d\n", avg/days);

/* find min and max /
sin = 200; / initialize nun and max
maxO;
for(i0; i<days; i++)

if(min>temp[i]) sin = temp[i];
if(rnax<temp[il) max =

printfVMiflifliUfl temperature: %d\nTh min);
printfvMaxirflUm temperature: %d\n", max);

return 0;

2. As stated earlier, to copy the contents of one array to another,

YOU fliUSt explicitly copy each elenient separately. For example,

this program loads al with the numbers I through 10 and then

copies them into a2.

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

mt al>101, a2[10);
nt i;

for{i=1; 1<11; i++> al[i-1] = 1;

for(i=0; i<10; i++) a2fi 	 =

fur).> 0; 1<10; 1+4) p1intf("%d	 a211]);

jeturn 0;

3 The following program is an improved version of the code-
ma(ltine program developed in Chapter 3. In this version, the
user first enters the message, which is stored in a character
ill rav. When the user presses LN1ER, the entire message is then

neded b y ,idditig I to cat h letter.
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4±nclude <stdio.h>

linc1ude <conio.h>

mt main(void)

char mess[80];

mt i

priritf(Enter message (less than 80 chnractern)\n");

for(i=0; iz80; j++)

mess[i] = getche;

if(mess[i]==\r') break;

priritf("\n")

for (i=0; mess( i]!='\r'; 	 +) print f("%c, s(-,ss(i]*1);

return 0;

4. Arrays are especially uscful when you want to sort iiifnniation.
For example, this program lets the user enter op to I Ill)

numbers and then sorts them. The sorting a]gorit}lfll is the
bubble sort. The bubble sort algorithm is not very efficient, but
it is simple to understand and easy to code. The general concept
behind the bubble sort, indeed how it got its name, is the
rcpated comparisons anti, if necessary , cx(;ilaliges of adjacent
cicmnts. This is a little like hubbies in a tank of water with
each bubble, in turn, seeking its own level.

include <stdio.h>

*include <stdih.h>

jet. main(void)

jet item[100]

mt a, b, t;

jet count;

/ read in numbers *7

ptintf I "How many numbers? );

.scanfV%d	 &counti;

for (a=0 ; a<count ; a +) 	 :.
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/ now, sort them using a bubble sort

for(a = l; a<count; ++a)

for(b=count-l; b> =a; --b)

7* compare adjacent elements

if(item{b-l] > item[b])

/* exchange elements

t = item[b-l];

item[b-11 = itemib];

item[b] =

/ display sorted list

or(t=O; t<couflt; t++) printf("%d	 itemtti);

return 0;

EY RCtSES

. What is wrong with this program fragment?

ainclude <stdio.h>

int main(void)

mt i, count(lO);

for(i * O; i<lDO; i++)

printfVEnter a number: );

scanfV%d", &count[i]);

. Write a program that reads ten numbers entered by the user and
reports if any of them match.

3. Change the sorting program shown in the examples so that it
sorts data of type float.
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USE STRINGS
The most common use of the one-dimensional array in C is the string.
Unlike most other computer languages, C has no built-in string data
type. Instead [a string is defined as a null-terminated character array In
C, a null is zero. The fact that string must be terminated by a nul

hoiimust define the array that is going to hold a string to
be one byte larger than the largest string it will be required to hold, to
make room for the null. A string constant is null-terminated by the
compiler automatically.

There are several wa ys to read a string from the keyboard. The
method we will use in this chapter employs another of C's standard
library functions: gets( ). Like the other standard I/O functions,
gets( ) also uses the STDIO.H header file. To use gets( ), call it using
the name of a character array without an y index.e'Fheg)jii:tion
reads characters until you press ENTER. The ENTER ey (i.e. carriauc
rejurrij is not stored, but is rCPK_1c_C1TFY a nu'll, which terminTsihT
string. For example this program reads a string entered at the
ke yboard. it then displays the contents of that string one character

a time.

#include <stdio.h>

Inc main(void)

char str[80)

irit i;

printf(Encer a string (less than 80 chars):
gets(str

for (i=0; sLr{i(	 i++) print f("%c, str[i}

return 0

Notice how the program uses the fact that a null is false to control the
loop that outputs the string.

There is a potential problem with gets( ) that you need to be aware
of. The gets( ) function performs no bounds checking, so it is possible
for the user to enter more characters than the array receiving them
can hold. For example, if you call gets( ) with an arra y that is 20
characters long there is no mechanism to stop you from entering

IM
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more than 20 characters. If you do enter more than 20 characters, the
array will be overrun. This can obviously lead to trouble, including a
program crash. Later in this hook you will learn some alternative ways
to read strings, although none are as convenient as using gets( ). For
now, just be sure to call gets( ) with an array that is more than large
enough to hold the expected input.

In the previous program, the string that was entered by the user
was output to the screen a character at a time. There is, of course, a
much easier way to display a string using printf( ), as shown in this
version of the program:

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

char str[80];

printf(Enter a string (less than 80 chars): 	 ):

gets(str)

printf(str) ; 1* output the string

return 0;

Recall that the first argument to printf( ) is a string. Since str
contains a string it can be used as the first argument to printf( ).
The contents of str will then be displayed.

If you wanted to output other items in addition to str, you c

display sit using the %s format code. For example, to output a newlinc
after sit, you could use this call to printf( ).

printf('%s\n', str);

This method uses the %8 format specifier followed by the newline
character and uses sit as a second argument to be matched by the %s
specifier.

The C standard library supplies many string-related functions.
The four most important are strcpy( ), strcat( ), strcmp(), and
strlen( ). These functions require the header file STRING.H. Let's
look at each now.

The strcpy( ) function has this general form:

strcpy(to, from);
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It copies the contents of from to to. The Contents of from are
unchanged. For example this fragment copies the string hello intostr and displays it on the screen:

char str[80]

Strcpy(srr, "hello');
printf("%s", Str);

strcpy( ) function performs no bounds checking, so you must
make sure that the array on the receiving end is large enough to hold
what is being copied including the null terminator.Y

The strcat( ) function adds the contents of one string to another.
his is called concatenation. Its general form is

from):)

It adds the contents of from to the contents of to. It performs no
bounds checking, so you must make sure that to is large enough to
hold its current contents plus what it will be receiving. This fragment
displays hello there.

'(str[BOl

strcpy(str, "hello");

strcat(str,	 there");
printf (str)

The strcmp( ) function compares two strings. It takes this general
form:

strcmp(sl, s-

(It returns zero if the strings are the same It returns less than zero if slis les§- than-Q, -A grea er t zero 1 s is g eater than s2. . The strings.
are compared lexicographically; that is, in dictionary order. Therefore,
a string is less than another when it would appear before the other in a
dictionary. A string is greater than another when it would appear after
the other. The comparison is not based upon the length of the string.
Also, the comparison is case-sensitive, lowercase characters being
greater than uppercase. This fragment prints 0, because the strings are
the same:

printf("%d" strcmp(one, "one"));
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The strlcn( ) function returns the length, in characters, of a string.
Its geneiti form is

strIen( r:

The strico ( ) function does not count the null terminator. Th. icans
that if strlcn( ) is called using the string test, it will return 4.

LThis program requests input of two strings, then demonstrates
the four string functions with them.

include <string.h>

Sinclude <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

char strl[80]	 str2[80];

irt i;

printf("Enter the first string:	 );

gets(strl);
print f("Enter the second string: 	 l;

gets(str2)

/ see how long the strings are
priritt I "%s is %d chars long\re, stri, strlen(strlf)

printf(%s is %d chars long\n" str2, strlen(str2)):

/ compare the strings

I = strcmp(strl, str2);

if(!i) printflThe strings are equal.\n);

elie if(i<0) printf(%s is less than %s\n", strl, str2):

else printfV%s is greater than %s\ri 	 stri, str2l

/ concatenate str2 to end of stri if

there is enough room /

if(strlen(strl) + strlen(str2) < 80) (

strcat(strl, str2)

priritf (%s\n", stri)
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/ copy str2 tc. stri
stxcpy(strl, str2);
priritf(%s %s\n", stri, str2);

return U;

ic common use of strings is to support a crnrnnand-hcisecl
interface. Unlike a menu, which allows the user to make a
selection, a command-based interface displays a prompting
message, waits for tIte 1 '-'r to enter a command, and then does
what the command rec.csts. Many operating systems, such as
Windows or DOS support command-line interfaces, for
example. The following program is similar to a program
developed in Section 3.1. It allows the user to add, subtract,
niultyor divide, but does not use a menu. Instead, it uses a
conimand-based interface.

*include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <strinçj.h>

mt main(void)

char command[80}, temp[801;
irit 1, j;

for( ;
printft'Operation?
gets (commend)

/ I see if user wants to stop */

if(!strcmp)cornrnand, 'quit")) break;

printf('Enter first number:
gets(temp);
i	 atoi(temp);

printf(Enter se?ond number: );
gets C templ

= atoi(temp);
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C	 /* now, perform the operation

jf(!strcmp(COrflmand, 'add")

printfV%d\n', ii-jl
else jf(!strcmp(COlflmand, *subtract'))

printf("%d\fl", i-j);
else jf(!strcrnp(COrflxfland.-divide-))

if(j) princf('%d\n"	 i/j);

else if(!strcmp(COlflmand. multiply'))

printf(%d\n, j*j);
else printf('urikflowfl command. \rA");

return 0;

Notice that this example also introduces another of C's standard

library functions: atoi( ). The atoi( ) function returns the

integer equivalent of the number represented by its string
argument. For example, atoi("100 11 ) returns the value. 100. The

reason that scanf( ) is not used to read the numbers is because,
in this context, it is incompatible with gets ( ). (You will need to

know more about C before you can understand the cause of this

incompatibility.) The atoi( ) function uses the header file

STD LI B. H.

3. You can create a zero-length string using a strcpy( ) statement

like this:

strcpy(Str,	 'I

Such a string is called a null string. It contains only one element:

the null terminator.

EXERCISES

I. Write a program that inputs a string, then displays it backward

on the screen.

2. What is wrong with this program?
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*include <striogh>

*include 'stdio,h>

lot main (void)

char str[5];

strcpy(str,	 this is a test')

printf(str)

return 0;

3. Write a program that repeatedly inputs strings. Each time a
string is input, concatenate it with a second string called bigstr.
Add newlines to the end of each string. If the user types quit,
stop inputting and display bigstr (which will contain a record of
all strings input). Also stop if bigstr will be overrun by the next
concatenation.

CREATE MUL'1I1MENSIONAL ARRAYS'
In addition to one-dimensional arra ys, you can create arrays of two or
more dimensions. For example, to create a I OxI 2 two-dimensional
integer array called count, you would use this statement:

mt count(101 [12]

As you can see, to add a dimension, you simply specify its size inside
square brackets.

A two-dimensional array is essentiall y an array of one-dimensional
arrays and is most easily thought of in a row, column format. For
example, given a 4x5 integer array called two-d, you can think of it
looking like that shown in Figure 5-1. Assuming this conceptual view,
a two-dimensional array is accessed a row at a time, from left to right.
This means that the rightmost index will change most quickly when
the array is accessed sequentiall y from the lowest to highest memory
address.
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[till

A conceptual view
of  4x5

two-dimensional
array
V

01234

0

I

2

3

Two-dimensional arrays are used like one-dimensional ones. For
example, this program loads a 4x5 array with the products of the
indices, then displays the array in row, column format.

#include <stdio.h>

int. main(void)

mt twod[4] [5);

jOt 1, j;

for(i=O; j<4; j++)

for(j=O; j<5; j++)

twodji] (j) = j*j

for(i=O; i<4; j++) {	 -
for(j=O; j<5; j++)

printf C '%d , twod[i] [i]

printf ( \n")

return 0;

The program output looks like this:

00000

01234

0 2 4 68

0 3 6 9 12
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To create arrays of three dimensions or greater, simply add the size
of the additional dimension. For example, the following statement
creates a ]0x12x8 three-dimensional array.

float values(10] [12] [8];

A three-dimensional array is essentially an array of two-dimensional
arrays.

You ma y create arrays of more than three dimensions, but this is
seldom done because the amount of memory they consume increases
exponentially with each additional dimension. For example, a
100-character one-dimensional arra y requires 100 bytes of memory. A
lOOxlOO character arra y requires 10,000 b ytes, and a lOOxlOOxlOO
array requires 1,000,000 bytes. A lOOxlOOxlOOx]00 four-dimensional
arra y would require 100000,000 bytes of storage—large even by
toda y 's standards.

1. A good use of a two-dimensional array is to manage lists of
numbers. For example, you could use this two-dimensional
array to hold the noontime temperature for each day of the
'car, grouped by month.

float yeartemp[12311;

In the same vein, the following program can be used to keep
track of the number of points scored per quarter by each
member of a basketball team.

*include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

mt bba11[41'{5
mt 1, j;

for(i=O; 1<4; i++)

for(jO; j<5; j++)
printf('Quarter %d, player %d, 	 , i+1, j+1);

printf('Enter number of points: );
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scanf(%d", &bball[i][jJ);

/ display results

for(i=O; i<4; i++)

for(j=O; j<5; j++)

printf("Quarter %d, player %d, ", i+l, j+i);

printfV%d\n, bball[i] [jJ}

return 0;

EXERCISES

E
n 1.j te a program that defines a 300 three-dimensional array,

and load it with the numbers I to 27.

2. Have the program from the first exercise display the sum of its
elements.

I7IALIZE ARRAYS

Like other types of variables, you can give the elements of arras
initial values. This is accomplished by specifying a list of values the
array elements will	 for
one-dimensional arrays is shown here)

type array-name[size] = (value-list);

The value-list is a comma-separated list of constants that are type
compatible with the base type of the array. Moving from left to right,
the first constant will be placed in the first position of the array, the
second constant in the second position, and so on. Note that a
semicolon follows the ). In the following example, a five-element
integer array is initialized with the squares of the numbers I through 5:
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This means that i[O] will have the value 1 and [I will have the
value 25.

You can initialize character arrays two ways. First, if the array is not
holding a null-terminated string, you simply specify each character
using a comma-separated list. For example, this initializes a with the
letters 'A', 'B', and 'C'.

char a[3] = ['A', 'B', 'C'};

If the character array is going to hold a string, you can initialize the
array using a quoted string, as shown here:

char name[51 = "Herb";

Notice that no curly braces surround the string. They are not used in
this form of initialization. Because strings in C must end with a null,
You must make sure that the array you declare is long enough to
include the null. This is wh y name is 5 characters long, even though
'Herb" is only 4. When a string constant is used, the compiler
automatically supplies the null terminator.

Multidimensional arrays are initialized in the same wa y as
one-dimensional arrays. For example, here the arra y sqr is initialized
with the values 1 through 9, using row order:

InC s qr[3] [3] =
1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9

This initialization causes sqr[O]O] to have the value 1, sqrOI] to
contain 2, sqr[O] [2] to hold 3, and so forth.

If you are inializing a one-dimensional array , you need not specify
the size of the array—simpl y put nothing inside the square brackets. If
you don't specify the size, the compiler counts the number of
initializers and uses that value as the size of the array. For example,

inC pwr[] = [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128);

causes the compiler to create an initialized array eight elements long.
Arrays that don't have their dimensions explicitly specified are called
onsizcd arrays. An unsized array is useful because the size of the array
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will he automaticall y adjusted when you change the number of its
initializers. It also helps avoid counting errors on long lists, which is
especially important when initializing strings. For example, here an
unsized array is used to hold a prompting message.

char prompt[) = "Enter your flare:

If, at a later date, you wanted to change the prompt to "Enter your last
name:", you would not have to count the characters and then change
the array size. The size of prompt would automatically he adjusted.

Unsized array initializations are not restricted to one-dimensional
arrays. However, for multidimensional arrays you must specify all but
the leftmost dimension to allow C to index the array properly. In this
way you may build tables of varying lengths with the compiler
allocating enough storage for thcni automa.tica]l y . For example, the
declaration of sqr as an unsized array is shown here:

Inc sqr[] [3) =
1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9

The advantage to this declaration over the sized version is that tables
may be lengthened or shortened without changing the array
dimensions.

A common use of an in 	 array is to create a lookup table.
For example, in this program a 5x2 two-dimensional array is
initialized so that the first element in each row is the number of
a file server in a network and the second element contains the
number of users connected to that server. The program allows a
user to enter the number of a server. It then looks tip the server
in the table and reports the number of users.

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)
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mt ServerUsers[5] [2] =

1, 14,

2, 28,

3, 19,

4, 8,

5, 15

mt server;

mt 1;

printf ('Enter the server number: ")

scanf ( '%d', &server)

J look it up in the table 'I

for(i=O; i<5; i)
if (server == Serverusers[i)[O]>

printf("There are %d users on server %d.\n',

Serverusers[i] [1), server);

break;

/* report error if not found I

if(i==5) printf('Server not list.ecI.\n');

return 0;

2. Even though an array has been given au initial value, its
contents ma y be changed. For example, this program prints
hello on the screen.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

mt main(void)

char str[80] = "I like C';

strcpy(str,	 hello');

printf (str(

return 0;
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As this program illustrates, in no way does an initialization fix the
contents of an array.

I

1. Is this fragment correct?

mt balance[] = 10.0, 122.23, 100.0;

2. Is this fragment correct?

#include <stdio.h>

*include <string.h>

mt main(void)

char name(] = "Tom';

strcpy(naine, "Tom Brazwell);

3. Write a program that initializes a 10x3 array so that the first
element of each row contains a number, the second element
contains its square, and the third element contains its cube.
Start with 1 and stop at 10. For example, the first few rows will
look like this:

1, 1, 1,
2,4,8,
3, 9, 27,
4, 16, 64,

Next, prompt the user for a cube, look up this value in the table,
and report the cube's root and the root's square. Use an unsized
array so that the table size may be easily changed.
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- B1"° ARRAYS OF STRINGS

Arrays of strings, often called string tables, are very common in C
programming. A string table is created like any other two-dimensional
array. However, the way you think about it will be slightly different.
For example, here is a small string table. What do you think it defines?

char names(1OJ[40];

This statement specifies a table that can contain 10 strings, each up to
40 characters long (including the null terminator). To access a string
within this table, specify only the left-most index. For example, to read
a string from the keyboard into the third string in names, use this
statement:

gets (names [2[)

By the same token, to output the first string, use this printf( )
statement:

printf(nanies[Q]

The declaration that follows creates a three-dimensional table with
three lists of strings. Each list is five strings long, and each string can
hold 80 characters.

char animals[3) (5] (80);

To access a specific string in this situation, you must specify the two
left-most indexes. For example, to access the second string in the third
list, specify animals[2] [1].

EXAMPLES

1. This program lets you enter ten strings, then lets you display
them, one at a time, in any order you choose. To stop the
program, enter a negative number.

*include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)
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r'f r\'-' (vow)
char text[10] [80];
mt i;

L.
	 >i'

ar .0 U'J-t )ô

for(i r 0; i<10; i++)

	

printf)"%d:	 ,

gets (text [i]

do {
printf("Enter number of string (1-10)

scanf("%d", &i);
j; / adjust value to match array index

if(i>=0 && i<10) prmntfV%s\n", text[i]

I whtle(i>=0)

return 0;

2. You can initialize a string table as you would an y other type of

array . for example, the following program USeS an initialized
string table to translate between German and English. Notice
that curly braces are needed to surround the list. The only time
they are not needed is when a single string is being initialized.

/* English-to-German Translator. /

#include <stdio.h>
#include 'zstring.h>

char words[] [2] [40] =
"dog", "Hurid",

'no", "neirl",

"year', "3ahr"
"child",	 Kind",

"I",	 "Ich",

"drive", "fahren",

"house", "Haus",

"to", "zu",

tnt: main(void)

char english[80];
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mt i;

printf('Eriter English word: "H
gets (english);

/ look up the word *1

i = 0;

/* search while null string not yet encountered *1

while(strcmp(words(i)[O], '"))

ifHstrcrnp(english, words[i][0J))

printf('German translation: %s', words[i][lfl;
break;

if) !strcmp)words[i] [0] 	 "H
printf("Not in dictionary\n'):

return 0;

3. You can access the individual characters that comprise a string
within a string table by using the rightmost index. For example,
the following program prints the strings in the table one
character at a time.

)include <stdio,h>

mt main(void)

char text{J[80[ =

"When", 'in", "the",

"course", 'of", "human",

"events",

mt 1, i;

/* now, display them ".'

for)i=0; text[i[ 0]	 i++)
for]j=O; text.ji(jl; j++)

p:int[("%c", Lext[i)[j](;

printfV "H
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return 0;

EXERCE

1. Write a program that creates a string table containing the
English words for the numbers 0 through 9. Using this table,
allow the user to enter a digit (as a character) and then have
Your program display the word equivalent. (Hint: to obtain an
index into the table, subtract '0' from the character entered.)

Skills Check

At this point you should be able to perform these exercises and
jnswer these questions:

1. What is an array-?

2. Given the array

mt count[10];

will this statement generate an error message?

for(i=0; i<20; i++) Count[i] =

3. In statistics, the mode of a group of numbers is the one that
occurs the most often. For example, given the list 1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 7,
5, 4, 6, 9, 4, the mode is 4, because it occurs three times. Write a
program that allows the user to enter a list of 20 numbers and
then finds and displays the mode.

4. Show how to initialize an integer array called items with the
values 1 through 10.

S. Write a program that repeatedly reads strings from the keyboard
until the user enters quit.

6. Write a program that acts like an electronic dictionary. If the
user enters a word in the dictionary, the program displays its
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meaning. Use a three-dimensional character array to hold the
words and their meanings.

Cumulative

This section checks how well you have integrated the material in
this chapter with that from earlier chapters.

11. Write a program that inputs strings from the user. If the string is
less than 80 characters long, pad it with periods. Print out the
string to verify that you have correctly lengthned the string.

2. Write a program that inputs a string and then encodes it by
taking the characters from each end, starting with the left side
and alternating, stopping when the middle of the string has been
reached. For example, the string "Hi there" would be "Heir eth".

3. Write a program that counts the number of spaces, commas, and
periods in a string. Use a switch to categorize the cbaracters.

4. What is wrong with this fragment?

char str[801;

str = getcharM;

5. Write a program that plays a computerized version of Hangman.
In the game of Hangman, you are shown the length of a magic
word (using hyphens) and you try to guess what the word is by
entering letters. Each time you enter a letter, the magic word is
checked to see if it contains that letter. If it does, that letter is
shown. Keep a count on the number of letters entered to
complete the word. For the sake of simplicity, a player wins
when the magic word is entirely filled by characters using 15 or
fewer guesses. For this exercise make the magic word
-'concatenation."
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HIS chapter covers one of C's most important and sometimes
most troublesome features: the pointer. A pointer is basically
the address of an object. One reason that pointers are so
important is that much of the power of the C language is
derived from the unique way in which they are implemented.

You will learn about the special pointer operators, pointer arithmetic,
and how arrays and pointers are related. Also, you will be introduced
to using pointers as parameters to functions.

e

Re'view
Skills Check

Before proceeding, you should be able to answer these questions
and perform these exercises:

1.Write a program that inputs 10 integers into an array. Then
have the program display the sum of the even numbers and the
sum of the odd numbers.

2. Write a program that simulates a log-on to a remote system. The
system can be accessed onl y if the user knows the password,
which in this case is Tristan. Give the user three tries to enter
the correct password. If the user succeeds, simply print Log-on
Successful and exit. If the user fails after three attempts to
enter the correct password, display Access Denied and exit.

3. What is wrong with this fragment?

char nan e[101 = "Thomas Jefferson";

4. What is a null string?

5. What does strcpy( ) do? What does strcmp( ) do?

6. Write a program that creates a string table consisting of names
and telephone numbers. Initialize the array with some names of
people you know and their phone numbers. Next, have the
program request a name and print the associated telephone
number. In other words, create a computerized telephone book.
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_U NDERSTAND POINTER BASICS

(A p co' varih1c_thaLhn1dsJ.he rneoiyaddress of another
jecFor example, if a variable called p contains the address of

iiTer variable called q, then p is said to point to q. Therefore if
q is at location 100 in memory, then p would have the value 100.

To declare a pointer variable, use this general form:

type var-name;

Here, type is the base type of the pointer. The base type specifies the
type of the object that the pointer can point to. Notice that the variable
name is preceded by an asterisk. This tells the computer that a pointer
variable is being created. For example, the following statement creates

mt p;

C contains two special pointer operators: * and &. The & operator
returns the address of the variable it precedes. The * operator returns
the value stored at the address that it precedes. (The * pointer
operator has no relationship to the multiplication operator, which uses
the same symbol.) For example, examine this short program:

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

mt p, q;

q = 199; / assign q 199 I

p = &g; /* assign p the address of q /

printf(%d, *p); / display qs value using pointer */

return 0;

This program prints 199 on the screen. Let's see why.
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First, the line

jfl	 p, q;

defines two variables: p, which is declared as an integer pointer, and
q, which is an integer. Next q is assigned the value 199. In the next
line, p is assigned the address of q. You can verbalize the & operator as
"address of." Therefore, this line can he read as "assign p the address
of q." Finall y , the value is displayed using the operator applied to p.
The operator can be verbalized as "at address." Therefore, the
printf( ) statement can be read as "print the value at address q,"
which is 199.

Vhen a variable's value is referenced through a pointer, the process
is called inthrectwn.

It is possible to use the * operator on the left side of an assignment
statement in order to assign a variable a new valud given a pointer to
it. For example, this program assigns q a value indirectl y using the
pointer p:

*include <stdio.h>

lot main(void)
(7/

	i:t p,

p = &q; /* get q's address *1

= 199; 1* assign q a value using a pointer *1

printf("q's value is %d", q);

relurn 0;

In the two simple example programs just shown, there is no reason to
use a pointer. However, as you learn more about C, you will understand
why pointers are important. Pointers are used to support linked lists
and binary trees, for example.

The base type of a pointer is very important. Although C allows any
type of pointer to point anywhere in memory, it is the base type that
determines how the object pointed to will be treated. To understand
the importance of this, consider the following fragment:
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fp = &q;

/ what does this line do?
*fp	 100.23;

Although not syntactically incorrect, this fragment is wrong. The
pointer fp is assigned the address of an integer. This address is then
used on the left side of an assignment statement to assign a floating-
point value. However, ints are usually shorter than doubles, and this
assignment statement causes memory adjacent to q to be overwritten.
For example, in an environment in which integers are 2 bytes and
doubles are 8 bytes, the assignment statement uses the 2 bytes
allocated to q as well as 6 adjacent bytes, thus causing an error.

In general, the C compiler uses the base type to determine how
many bytes are in the object pointed to by the pointer. This is how C
knows how many bytes to copy when an indirect assignment is made,
or how many bytes to compare if an indirect comparison is made.
Therefore, it is very important that you always use the proper base
type for a pointer. Except in special cases, never use a pointer of one
type to point to an object of a different type.

If you attempt to use a pointer before it has been assigned the
address of a variable, your program will probably crash. Remember,
declaring a pointer variable simply creates a variable capable of
holding a memory address. It does not give it any meaningful initial
value. This is why the following fragment is incorrect.

irit main(void)

mt *p;

= 10; 1* incorrect - p is not pointing to
anything *1

As the comment notes, the pointer p is not pointing to any known
object. Hence, trying to indirectly assign a value using p is
meaningless and dangerous.

As pointers are defined in C, a pointer that contains a null value
(zero) is assumed to be unused and pointing at nothing. In C, a null is,
by convention, assumed to be an invalid memory address. However,
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the compiler will still let you use a null pointer, usually with
disastrous results.

1. To graphically illustrate how indirection works, assume these
declarations:

jflt *p, q;

Further assume that q is located at memory address 102 and
that p is right before it, at location 100. After this statement

p =

the pointer p contains the value 102. Therefore, after this
assignment, memory looks like this:

Location	 Contents

100	 102
p points to q

102	 unknown

After the statement

= 1000;

executes, memory looks like this:

Location	 Contents

100	 I 102
p points to q

102	 1000

Remember, the value of p has nothing to do with the value of q.
It simply holds q's address, to which the indirection operator
may be applied.
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2. To illustrate why you must make sure that the base type of a
pointer is the same as the object it points to, try this incorrect
but benign program. (Some compilers may generate a warning
message when you compile it, but none will issue an actual
error message and stop compilation.)

/* This program is wrong, but harmless. */

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

mt *p;

double q, temp;

temp = 1234.34;

p = &temp; 1* attempt to assign q a value using

q = *p ;	 1* indirection through an integer pointer *1

printf("%f", q); / this will not print 1234.34 */

return 0;

Even though p points to temp, which does, indeed, hold the
value 1234.34, the assignment

fails to copy the number because only 2 bytes (assuming 2-byte
integers) will he transferred. Since p is an integer pointer, it
cannot be used to transfer an 8-byte quantit y (assuming 8-byte
doubles).

EXERCES

1. What is a pointer?

2. What are the pointer operators and what are their effects?
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3. Why is the base type of a pointer important?

4. Write a program with a for loop that counts from 0 to 9,
displaying the numbers on the screen. Print the numbers
using a pointer.

LEARN RESTRICTIONS TO POINTER
EXPRESSIONS

In general, pointers ma y be used like other variables. However, you
need to understand a few rules and restrictions.

In addition to the * and & operators, there are only four other
operators that may he applied to pointer variables: tim arithmetic
operators +, ++, -, and --. Further, you may add or subtract only
integer quantities. You cannot, for example, add a floating-point
number to a pointer.

Pointer arithmetic differs from"normal" arithmetic in one very
important way: it is performed relative to the base type of the pointer.
Each time a pointer is incremented, it will point to the next item, as
defined by its base type, beyond the one currentl y pointed to. For
example, assLime that an integer pointer called p contains the address
200. After the statement

executes, p will have the value 202, assuming integers are two bytes
long. By the same token, if p had been a float pointer (assuming
4-byte floats), then the resultant value contained in p would have
been 204.

The only pointer arithmetic that appears as "normal' occurs when
char pointers are used. Because characters are one byte long, an
increment increases the pointer's value by one, and a decrement
decreases its value by one.

You may add or subtract any integer quantity to or from a pointer.
For example, the following is a valid fragment:
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P = p + 200;

This statement causes p to point to the 200th integer past the one to
which p was previously pointing.

Aside from addition and subtraction of an integer, you may not
perform any other type of arithmetic operations—you may not
multipl y, divide, or take the modulus of a pointer. However, you may
subtract one pointer from another in order to find the number of
elements separating them.

It is possible to apply the increment and decrement operators to
either the pointer itself or the object to which it points. However, you
must he careful when attempting to modify the object pointed to by a
pointer. For example, assume that p points to an integer that contains
the value I. What do you think the following statement will do?

Contrary to what you might think, this statement first increments p
and then obtains the value at the new location. To increment what is
pointed to by a pointer, you must use a form like this:

(*p) +*;

The parentheses cause'rc value pointed to by p to be incremented.
You may compare two pointers using the relational operators.

However, pointer comparisons make sense only if the pointers relate
to each other—if they both point to the same object, for example.
(Soon you will see an example of pointer comparisons.) You may also
compare a pointer to zero to see if it is a null pointer.

At this point you might be wondering what use there is for pointer
arithmetic. You will shortly see, however, that it is one of the most
valuable components of the C language.
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I You can use printf( ) to display the memory address contained
in a pointer by using the %p format specifier. We can use this
print-f( ) capability to illustrate several aspects of pointer
arithmetic. The following program, for example shows how all
pointer arithmetit: is relative to the base type of the pointer.

*include <tdio.h>

mt main(void)

char *cp ch

jflt	 * i f, J;

float *fp f;

double dp, d;

cp = &ch;

ip =

fp =
dp = &d;

1* print the current values */

priritf("%P %p %p %p\n, cp, ip , fp, dp);

1* now increment them by one 
f

1* print their new values /

printf(%p %p %p %p\n', CP Iip, fp, dp)

return 0;

Although the values contained in the pointer variables in this
program will vary widely between compilers and even between
versions of the same compiler, you will see that the address

pointed to by ch will be incremented by one byte. The others
will be incremented by the number of bytes in their base types.
For example, in a 16-bit environment this will typically he 2 for

ints, 4 for floats, and 8 for douHes.
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2. The following program illustrates the need for parentheses
when you want to increment the object pointed to by a pointer
instead of the pointer itself.

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

mt p, q;

p =

q = 1;

printf('%p 1 , p);

*p++; /* this will not increment q */

printf(*%d %p", q p);

return 0;

this program has executed, q still has the value 1,-but p
has been incremented. However, if the program is written
like this:

#include <stdic.h>

mt main(void

hit *p, q;

p =

q = 1;

printf("%p 1 , p);

(p)++; 1* now q is incremented and p is unchanged
prmntf("%d %p-, q, p);

return 0;

q is incremented to 2 and p is unchanged.
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1. What is wrong with this fragment?

mt *p j;

P =

P = p * 8;

2. Can you add a floating-point number to a pointer?

3. Assume that p is a float pointer that currently points to location

100 and that floats are 4 bytes long. What is the value of p after

this fragment has executed?

p = p + 2;

!SE POINTERS WITH ARRAYS

In C, pointers and arrays are closely related. In fact, they are often
interchangeable. It is this relationship between the two that makes
their implementation both unique and powerful.

When you use an array name without an index, you are generating
a pointer to the start of the array. This is why no indexes are used
when you read a string using gets( ), for example. What is being
passed to gets( ) is not an array, but a pointer. In fact, you cannot
pass an array to a function in C; you may only pass a pointer to the
array. This important point was not mentioned in the preceding
chapter on arra ys because you had not yet learned about pointers.
However, this fact is crucial to understanding the C language. The
gets( ) function uses the pointer to load the array it points to with
the characters you enter at the keyboard. You will see how this
is done later.

Since an arra y name without an index is a pointer to the start of
the array, it stands to reason that you can assign that value to another
pointer and access the array using pointer arithmetic. And, in fact, this
is exactly what you can do. Consider this program:
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#include <stdio.h

mt main(void)

mt a[10] = (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,;

mt *p;

p = a; / assign p the address of start of a /

this prints a's first, second and third elements *7

printf (%d %d %d\n°, 	 p,	 (p+1),,	 .(p+2));

/ this does the same thing using a

printfV%d %d %d", a[01, a[1], at2]);

return 0;

Here, both printf( ) statements display the same thing. The
parentheses in expressions such as '(p + 2) are necessary because
the * has a higher precedence than the + operator.

Now you should be able to fully understand why pointer arithmetic
is done relative to the base type—it allows arrays and pointers to relate
to each other.

To use a pointer to access multidimensional arrays, you must
manually do what the compiler does automatically. For example, in
this array:

float balancetlO] [5];

each row is five elements long. Therefore to access balance [3] [11
using a pointer you must use a fragment like this:

float *p

p = (float *) balance;
+ (3*5) + 1)

To reach the desired element, you must multiply the row number by
the number of elements in the row and then add the number of the
element within the row. Generally, with multidimensional arrays it is
easier to use array indexing rather than pointer arithmetic.
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Ir the preceding example, the cast of balance to float • was
necessary. Since the array is being indexed manually, the pointer
arithmetic must be relative to a float pointer. However, the type of
pointer generated by balance is to a two-dimensional array of floats
Thus, there is need for the cast.

Pointers and arrays are linked by more than the fact that by using
pointer arithmetic you can access array elements. You might he
surprised to learn that you can index a pointer as if it were an array.
The following program, for example, is perfectly valid:

4t.include <stdio.h>

/
- mt main (void)

char sorE)	 "Pointers are fun';
char *p;

mt 1;

p = str;

/ loop until null is found
for(i=O; p [i]; i++)

printf("%c'", p[i]),

return 0;

Keep one point firmly in mind: you should index a pointer only when
that pointer points to an array. While the following fragment is
syntactically correct, it is wrong; if you tried to execute it, you would
probably crash your computer.

char p, ch;

irtt i;

p = &ch;

for(i=0; i<10; i++) p [i] = 'A'+i;	 / wrong *1

Since ch is not an array, it cannot be meaningfully indexed.
Although you can index a pointer as if it were an array, you will

scldom want to do this because pointer arithmetic is usually more
on\'enient. Also, in some cases a C compiler can generate faster
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executable code for an expression involving pointers than for a
comparable expression using arrays.

Because an array name without an index is a pointer to the start of
the array, you can, if you choose, use pointer arithmetic rather than
array indexing to access elements of the array. For example, this
program is perfectly valid and prints c on the screen:

tinc1ude <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

char str[80];

*(str+3)	 c

printfV%c , *(t+3)

return 0;

You cannot, however, modify the value of the pointer generated by
using an array name. For example, assuming the previous program,

this is an invalid statement:

str++;

The pointer that is generated by str must be thought of as a constant

that always points to the start of the array. Therefore, it is invalid to
modify it and the compiler will report an error.

EXAMPLES

1. Two of C's library functions, toupper( ) and tolower( ), are

called using a character argument. In the case of toupper( ),

if the character is a lowercase letter, the uppercase equivalent
is returned; otherwise the character is returned unchanged.

For tolowcr( ), if the character is an uppercase letter, the
lowercase equivalent is returned; otherwise the character is
returned unchanged. These functions use the header file
CTYPE.H. The following program requests a string from the
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user and then prints the string, first in uppercase letters and
then in lowercase. This version uses array indexing to access
the characters in the string so they can he converted into the
appropriate case.

include <ctype.h>

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

ch	 str[80];

p intf("Enter a strzng:

ots(str)

for(i r O; stri.J

str[i] = toupper(str[i];

printf("%s\ri", str); / uppercaee string *1

for(i=O; str[i]; i++)

str(i) = tolower(str[i]);

printL(s\n, str); /* lowercase string *1

return O

The same program is shown below, only this time, a pointer is
used to access the string. This second approach is the way you
would see this program written by professional C programmers
because incrementing a pointer is often faster than indexing
an array.

#include <ctype.b>

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

char str[80], *p;

printf("Enter a string:	 );
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gets lstr)

p = str;

while(*p).
= toupper(*p)

P+.;

printf("%s\n", str); / uppercase string */

P = Str; / reset p

while(*p)

= tolower(p);
P++;

printf(%s\n', str); /* lowercase string

return 0;

Before leaving this example, a small digression is in order.
The routine

whilel*p
*p	 toupper(*p);

will generall y he written by experienced programmers like this:

while *p)
= toupper(*p);

Because the ++ follows the p, the value pointed to by p is first
modified and then p is incremented to point to the next
element. Since this is the way C code is often written, this book
will use the more compact form from time to time when it
seems appropriate.

Remember that although most of the examples have been
incrementing pointers, you can decrement a pointer as well. For
example, the following program uses a pointer to copy the
contents of one string into cnother in reversed order.
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$include <stdio.h>

$include <string.h>

mt main(void)

char strl[] = Pointers are fun to use

char str2[80], *p]	 *p2;

/* make p point to end of strl I

P1 = strl + strlen(strl) - 1;

p2 = str2;

while(pl >= strl)
=

/ I null terminate str2 /
p2 =

printf("%s %s, stri, str2);

return 0;

This program works by setting p to point to the end of str
and p2 to the start ofstr2. It then copies the contents of stri
into str2 in reverse order. Notice the pointer comparison in the
while loop. It is used to stop the copying process when the start
of stri is reached.

Also, notice the use of the compacted frms * p2++ and
* p1 - -. The loop is the equivalent of this one:

while(pi >= strl)
=

P1.-;
p2++;

Again, it is important for you to become familiar with the
compact form of these types of pointer operations.
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1. Is this fragment correct?

jot countElO);

count = count + 2;

2. What value does this fragment display?

mt temp[5)	 (10, 19, 23, 8, 9);

mt p;

P = temp;

printf("%d"	 (p+3));

3. Write a program that inputs a string. Have the program look for
the first space- If it finds one, print the remainder of the string.

SE P1LR To STRING CONSTANTS

As you know, C allows string constants enclosed between double
quotes to be used in a program. When the compiler encounters such a
string, it stores it in the program's string table and generates a pointer
to the string. For this reason, the following program is correct and

prints one two three on the screen.

include <stdio.h>

jot main (void)

char *p;

P	 one two three";

printf (p) ;

return 0;
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Let's see how this program works. First, p is declared as a character
pointer. This means that it ma y point to an array of characters. When
the compiler compiles the line

P = "one two three";

it stores the string in the program's string table and assigns to p the
address of the string in the table. Therefore, when p is used in the
printf( ) statement, one two three is displayed on the screen.

This program can he written more efficiently, as shown here:

#include < tdio.h>

;nL	 .

har *p = "one two three

printf (p)

return 0;

I-Fore, p is initialized to poitri"

I	 EXAMPLES

[his program continues to read strings until you enter stop:
ir;cIude <stdio.h>

#ir;clude <string.h>

mt main(void)

char *p = "stop"';
char str[80);

do

printf('Enter a string:

gets (str)

while(strcmp(p, str));
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2. Using pointers to string constants can be very hepfu1 when
those constants are quite long. For example, sUpi; '; that you
had a program that at various times would Prompt the user to
insert a diskette into drive A. To save yourself some t yping, vo''
might elect to initialize a pointer to the string and then simply
use the pointer when the message needed to be displayed; for
example:

char *insJl Sk = rr'.serr thsk into drive A, then press=ER';

prirltt(lrlspjsk)

prifltf(InsDisk)

Another advantage to this approach is that to change the
Prompt, you only need to change it once, and all references
to it will reflect the change.

EXERCISE

Write a program that creates three character pointers and
initialize them so that one points to the string "one", the second
to the string two", and the third to the string three". Next, have
the program print all six permutations of these three strings.
(For example, one Permutation is onc two three, another is
two one three'.)
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CREATE ARRAYS OF POINTERS

Pointers may he arrayed like any other data type. For example, the
following statement declares an integer pointer array that has 20

elements:

jot *pa[201;

The address of an integer variable called myvar is assigned to the
ninth element of the array as follows:

pa(S) = &rnyvar;

Because pa is an array of pointers, the only values that the array
elements may hold are the addresses of integer variables. To assign
the integer pointed to by the third element of pa the value 100, use

the statement:

= 1.00;

1. Probably the single most common use of arrays of pointers is to
create string tables in much the same way that unsized arrays
were used in the previous chapter. For example, this function
displays an error message based on the value of its parameter

err_flU rn.

char * p[) =

"Input exceeds field width"

"Out of range",
Printer not turned on"

"Paper out",

"Disk full",
"Disk write error"

void crror(int err_nuffl)

printf(Pterr_flH
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2. The following program uses a two-dimensional array of pointers
to create a string table that links apple varieties with their
colors. To use the program, enter the name of the apple, and the
program will tell you its color.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

char *p[3[21 =

"Red Delicious', "red".

"Golden Delicious, "yellow,
"Winesap", 'red",

"Gala", "reddish orange',

"Lodi", "green",

"Mutsu", "yellow",

"Cortland", "red",

"Jonathan", "red",

/ terminate the table with null strings *1

irit main(void)

mt i;

char apple[80];

printf("Enter name of apple:
gets (apple);

for(i=0; *p[j] [0); i-^) C

if) !strcrnp(apple, p[] 10]))
printf("%s is %s\r1, apple, p111(1]);

return 0;

Look carefully at the condition controlling the for loop. The
expression *p[iJ 101 gets the value of the first byte of the ith
string. Since the list is terminated b y null strings, this value will
be zero (false) when the end of the table is reached. In all other
cases it will be nonzero, and the loop will repeat.
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EXERCISE

In this exercise, you will create an executive decision aid. This
is a program that answers yes, no, or ma ybe to a qLieStiOfl
entered at the keyboard To create this program use an array
of character pointers and initialize them to point to these three
strings: Yes, No", and "Ma ybe. Rephrase the question. Next,
input the users question and find the length of the string Next,
use this formula to compute an index into the pointer array:

index = length % 3

BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH
MULTIPLE INDIRECTION

It is possible in C; to have a pointer point to another pointer. This is
Wedmufle indirection (see Figure 6-1). When a pointer points to

another pointer, the first pointer contains the address of the second
pointer, which points to the location containing the object.

To declare a pointer to a pointer, an additional asterisk is placed in
front of the pointer's name. For example, this declaration tells the
compiler that nip is a pointer to a character pointer:

char **rnp.

It is important to understand that nip is not a pointer to a character,
but rather a pointer to a character pointer.

Pointer to	 Pointer	 Variable
pointer
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Accessing the target value indirectly pointed to by a pointer to a
pointer requires that the asterisk operator be applied twice. For
example,

char **mp, p , ch;

P = &ch; / get address of ch
mp = &p; /* get address of p
**mp = 'A'; /* assign ch the value A using multiple

indirection *7

As the comments suggest, ch is assigned a value indirectl y using two
pointers.

Multiple indirection is not limited to merely "a pointer to a pointer."
You can apply the • as often as needed. However, multiple indirection
beyond a pointer to a pointer is very difficult to follow and is not
recommended.

You may not see the need for multiple indirection at this time, but
as you learn more about C, you will see some examples in which it is
very valuable.

1. The following program assigns val a value using multiple
indirection. It displays the value first directly, then through
the use of multiple indirection.

#include <stdioh>

mt main (void)

float *fp **mfp , val;

fp = &val;

mfp = &fp;

**mfp = 123.903;

printf(%f %f", val, "mfp)

return 0;
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2 This program shows how you can input a string using gets( ) by

using a pointer to a pointer to the string.

$tinciude <stdio.h>

irit main (void)

char p, **mp str[801;

P = str;

mp =

printf VEnter your name:

gets (*mp);
printf('Hi %s, *mp);

return 0;

Notice that when mp is used as an argument to both gets( )
and printf( ), only one * is used. This is because both of these
functions require a pointer to a string for their operation.

Remember, • mp is a pointer to p. However, p is a pointer to

the string str. Therefore, *mp is a pointer to str. If you are a

little confused, don't worry. Over time, you will develop a
clearer concept of pointers to pointers.

EXERCISE

1. To help you understand multiple indirection better, write a
program that assigns an integer a value using a pointer to a
pointer. Before the program ends, display the addresses of the
integer variable, the pointer, and the pointer to the pointer.
(Remember, use %p to display a pointer value.)
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.4JSE POINTERS AS PARAMETERS
Pointers may be passed to functions. For example, when you call a
function like strlen( ) with the name of a string, you are actually
passing a pointer to a function. When you pass a pointer to a function,
the function must he declared as receiving a pointer of the same type.
In the case of strlen( ), this is a character pointer. A complete
discussion of using pointers as parameters is presented in the next
chapter. However, some basic concepts are discussed here.

When you pass a pointer to a function, the code inside that function
has access to the variable pointed to by the parameter. This means
that the function can change the variable used to call the function.
This is why functions like strcpy( ), for example, can work. Because
it is passed a pointer, the function is able to modify the array that
receives the string.

Now you can understand why you need to precede a variable's
name with an & when using scanf( ). In order for scanf( ) to modifythe value i l nne of its arguments, it must be passed a pointer to that
argument.

EXAMPLES 1
1. Another of C's standard library functions is called puts( ); it

writes its string argunrent to the,screen followed by a newlinc.
The program that follows creates its own version of puts( )
called myputs( ).

#include <stdjo.h>

void myputs (char •p);

mt main(void)

myputs(thjs is a test');
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return 0;

void rnyputs(char *p

while(*p)	 * loop as long as p does not point to the
null that terminates the string

printf(-%C	 *p)
/ go to next character

prIritt (' \rt)

This program illustrates a very important point that was
mentioned earlier in this chapter. When the compiler
encounters a string constant it places it into the programs
string table and generates a pointer to it. Therefore, the

myputs( ) function is actuall y called with a character pointer,

and the parameter p must be declared as a character pointer in

order to receive it.
2. The following program shows one way to implement the

strcpy() function called mystrcpy( ).

#irtclude <stclio.h>

void mystrcpy(char * to, char *from);

jOt main (void)

char striBO];

mystrcpy(Str, "this is a test');
printf(str);

return 0;

void rnystrcpy(Char to, char from)

while(*from) *to++ = *from++;
= \O , ; 1* null terminates the string /
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1. Write your own version otstrcat( ) called mystrcat( ), and
write a short program that demonstrates it.

2. Write a program that passes a pointer to an integer variable to a
function. Inside that function, assign the variable the value -1.
After the function has returned, demonstrate that the variable
does, indeed, contain -1 by printing its value.

i,: CheckSMk ist I ^,

At this point you should be able to perform these exercises and
answer these questions:

1. Show how to declare a pointer to a double.
2. Write a program that assigns a value to a variable indirectly by

using a pointer to that variable.

3. Is this fragment correct? If not, why not'

mt main(void)

char *p.

'prtnt('Enter a string:

gets(p)

return 0;

4. How do pointers and arra ys relate to each other?

5. Given this fragment:

char p. strf8O] = this is a test';

p = str;

show two ways to access the i in "this:

13
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6. Assume that p is declared as a pointer to a double and contains
the address 100. Further, assume that doubles are 8 bytes long.
After p is incremented, what will its value be?

lac

Cumulative

s 
kills Check

This section checks how well you have integrated the material in
this chapter with that from earlierearlier chapters.

I. What is the advantage of using pointers over array indexing?

2. Below is a program that counts the number of spaces in a string
entered by the user. Rewrite the program so that it uses pointer
arithmetic rather than array indexing.

*inc de <stdioh>

mt main(void)

char strtROl;
mt i, spaces;

printf("Ent.er a string;

gets(str)

spaces = 0;

for(i=0; str[i}; j++)

if(str[j]=='	 ) spaces4+;

printf(Nui-ither of spaces: %d*, spaces);

return 0;

3. Rewrite the following array reference using painter arithmetic.

mt cpunt(100) [101;

count(44)f81	 99;
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7.3 Take a closer look at parameters

7.4 Pass arguments to main()
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thc very foundation of C is the function. All action

sta mteents must appear within one and an u nderstanding

of its operation is crucial to succcsstOl C programming.

't'his chapter takes a close look at several important topics

related to functions.

ffReview
Skills Check

Before proceeding you should be able.to answer these questions and

perform these exercises:

I. What does this fragment du

mt I, *p;

P =

19:

2 What is generated when you use an array name without an

index?

3 Is this fragment correct? If it is correct, explain why it works.

char *p	 this is a string;

4. Write a short prografli that assigns a floating-point value to a
variable indirectly using a pointer to the variable.

5. Write your own version of strlen( ), called mystrlcn( ), and

demonstrate it in a program.

6. Is this fragment correct? If it is, what does the program display?

char str[8];

strcpy(Str, 'ABCDEFG');
printfV%C'	 *(str+2));

4JNDERSTAND FUNCTION PROTOTYPES
i^haptcr 1 you were briefly introduced to the function prototype.
Now it is time for you to understand precisely what a prototype does
and why it is important to C programming. Function prototypes were
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not supported by the original version of C. They were added when C was
standardized in 1989. Many consider prototypes to be the single most
important addition made to the C language since its creation. Prototypes
are not technically necessary. However, for reasons that will become
self-evident, they should be used in all programs that you write.

_g .pal form of a fiinctin prototype is shown herJ

type function-name(type parameter-name 1,
type parameter-name2,

ype parameter-nameN);

Aototype declares three attributes associated with a function:

1 . Its return type.

) 2. The number of its parameters.

\3. The type of its parameters-,.

Protot y pes provide several benefits. They inform the compiler
about the return ty pe of a function. They allow the compiler to find
and report illegal type conversions between the type of arguments
used to call a function and the type definition of its parameters.

(Prototypes also enable the compiler t3 report when the number of
arguments passed to a function is not the same as the number of
Parameters declared by the function. Lets look at each of these.

When you call a function, the compiler needs to know the type of
data returned by that function so that it can generate the proper code
to handle that data. The reason for this is easy to understand: different
data types have different sizes. The code that handles an integer
return type will be different front 	 which handles a double, for
(:xample. If you use a function that is not prototyped, then the
compiler will simply assume that it is returning an integer. However,
it it is actuall y returning some other type, an error will occur. If the
function is in the same file as the rest of your program, then the
compiler will catch this error. But if the function is in another file or a
library , then the error will go uncaught—and this will lead to trouble
when y our program is executed.

In the absence of a function prototype, it is not syntactically wrong
to call a function with incompatible trgumcnts or with more or less
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arguments than the function has parameters. Of course, doing either
of these is obviously incorrect even though the compiler may accept
your program without complaint. The use of a function prototype
prevents these errors by enabling the compiler to hod them. It is
important to understand, however, that not all kinds of type conversions
are illegal in a function call. In fact, Cautomatically converts most
types of arguments into the type of data specified b y the parameter.
B it a few type conversions are in lerently wron& For example, you
cannot con Vert atunteger into a pointer. A function prototype allows
the coilçr to catch arid-returnturn this type of crror

As mentioned, as important as prototypes are, they are not currently
required. Because of the need to maintain compatibility with older
code, all C compilers still support non-prototyped programs. Of course,
at some point in the future, this situation may change.

In early versions of C, hefbre prototypes were invented, it was still
necessary to tell the compiler about the return type of a hi nct loll
(unless it returned type int) for the reasons explained earlier. This
was done using a forerunner of the prototype, called a
dcc14 ration or a Joru'ard rcfrence. A forward declaration is essentially a
truncated form of a prototype that declares only the return type of a
function—not the type and number of its parameters. Although
forward declarations are obsolete, they are still allowed fur
compatibility with older code.

The following program demonstrates an old-style forward declaration.
It USeS it to inform the compiler of volume( )'s return type.

*include <stdio.h>

double volume; / I old-style forward declaration for

volume() */

mt main (void)

double vol

vol z volume(12.2, 5.67, 9,03);

printf("Volume: %f', vol);

return 0:

/* Compute the volume ot imh.
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double volume(double si, double s2, double s3)

return si * s2 * s3;

Since the old-style declaration does not inform the compiler about any
of volume( )'s parameters it is not a function protot y pe. Instead, it
simply states volume( )'s rcturn t y pe. The trouble is that the lack ola
full prototype will allow volume( ) to he called Using an incorrect
type and/or number of arguments. For example, given the preceding
program, the following will not generate a compiler error message
even though it is wrong.

volume(120.2, 99.3); / missing last arg *1

Since the compiler has not been given infOrmation about voiumc( )'s
parameters it wont catch the fact that this call is wrong.

Although the old-style forward declaration is no tonger used in new
code, you will still find it quite frequently frt older programs. If you
will he updating older programs, You should consider adding
prototypes to be your first job.

When function prototypes were added to C two minor compatibility
problems between the old version of C and the ANSI version of' C had
to he resolved. The first issue was how to handle the old-style forward
declaration, which does not use. a parameter list. To do so, the ANSI C
standard specifics that when a function declaration occurs without a
parameter list, nothing whatsoever is being said about the parameters
to the function. It might have parameters, it might not. This allows
old-style declarations to coexist with prototypes. But it also leads to a
question: how do you prototype a function that takes 110 arguments?
For example this function simply outputs a line of periods:

void line))

mt i

for (i=O; 1z80; j++) printf(

if you try to use the following as a prototype, it won't work because
the compiler will think that you are simply using the old-style
declaration method.
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void line(;

The solution to this problem is through the USC of the void
k evword When 1 function has no parameters, its prototype USeS void

inside the 1siieiithescs. For example, here is line( )s proper
prototype:

void 11r1Eivo1d)

This explicitl y tells the compiler that the function has no parameters,
,ind an y call to that function tliiit has parameters is all You must
make sure to also use void when the function is defined. For example,

Iirn( ) must look like this:

void 1 Lne(void)

mt i

for (i'O	 j.r80; i^s-) print"i'.");

Since we have been using void to specify empty parameter lists since
Chapter 1 this mechanism is already familiar to You

The second issue related to prototyping is the wa y it affects Cs
automatic t y pe promotions. Because of some features of the
environment ill which C was developed, when a non-prototyped
function is called, all integral promotions take place (for example,
characters are converted to integers) and all floats are converted to

doubles. However, these type promotions seem to violate the purpose
of the. prototype. The resolution to this problem is thai W11ei1 a
protot y pe exists, the types specified in the prototv pe are niallitained
and no type profliot ions will occur.

'Ihere is one other special case that relates to protot y pes; variable
length argu ment lists. We won't he creating any functions in this hook

that use a variable number of argo me.nts because the y require thr iie
of some advanced techniques. But it is possible to do so, and r is

sometimes quite useful. For example, both printI( ) and scant(
accept a variable number of argunients. To specif y a \'iri,ible number

of arguments, us.. ... in the prototype. For example,

jOt my[unc(int a, . .
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specifies a function that has one integer parameter and a variable
number of other parameters.

In C programming there has been a loni-.standing iifusion about

the usage of two terms: kc!auatii and	 ti/ion A di; ition

specifies the type of all ohiect. A dcii; ;n :auscs stotag: for ill oh)el.t

to be created. As these terms relate a un Irons, a prjiotvp;: is a
(1(1ura(rOn. The function, itself, which oitains the bod y of the

Itt action is a definition.

In C, it is also legal to ILl); define a function prior Ii its first use,

thus eliminating the need idi a se parilte p rototype. I lowever, this
works only in very small p>iiiis. I ii real-world applications, this
option is not feasible. For all pract i cal purposes, function prototypes

must exist for all functions that your program will use
Re meniher that if a function does net rcturn ireturn  viii Ic then its return

type should he specified as void—both in its dchnrtuin and in its
1m0t0t y pe.

Function prototypes enahIC you to write better, rmrc reliable
pograms because they help ensure that the functions in your
programs are being called with correct typos and numbers of
;Lrglimerits. Fully prototyped programs are the norm and represent the
current state of the art of C programming. l-ra nk ly, uc) professional C
programmer today would write progranis without them. Also, future
versions of the ANSI C standard ma y mandate hinctiori protot y pes and

C++ requires them now. Although protot y pes are still technically
optional, their use is nearlY universal You slionld eSe them in all of the
pri gramsyou write.

• To see how a function protot y pe can tatch art error, try
compiling this version al the volume program, which includes
volurne( )'s full prototype

*include <stdio.h>

/ this is volume)) 's full prototype /

double volumeudouble si double s2, double SI);

mit main(void)
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double vol;

vol = volume(12.2 5.67, 9.03, 10.2); /* error	 I

printf("Volume: %f', vol);

return 0:

/ Compute the volume of a cube. /

double volume(double sl, double 52, double s3)

return sl	 s2 * s3'

As you will see, this program will not compile because the
compiler knows that volume( ) is declared as having only three
parameters, but the program is attempting to call it with four
parameters.

2. As explained, if a function is defined-before it is called, it does
not require a separate prototype. For example, thc following
program is perfectly valid:

#include <stdio.h>

/* define getnum() prior to its first use

float getnum(void)

float x;

printf("Enter a number:

scanf("%f", &x);

return X;

mt main(void)

float i;

i = getnumU;

printf(%f", i);

return 0;
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Since gctnum() is defined be fore it is used, the compiler
knows what type of data it returns and that it has no
parameters. A Separate prototype is not needed. The reason that
you will seldom USC this method is that large programs are
typically spread across several files. Since you can't define a
function more than once, prototypes are the only way to in form
all files about a function, (Multi-file programs are explained in
Chapter 11.)

3. As you know, the standard library function sqrt( ) returns a

double value. You mightt he wondering how the. compiler knows
this. The answer is that sqrt( ) is prototyped in its header file

MAT! 1.11. To SCC the importance of using the header file, try
this program:

#include <stdio.h>

/ math.h is intentionally not included */

mt main(void)	 .. -.

double answer;

answer = sqrt(9.0);

printfV%f", answerl

return U;

When you run this program, it displays something other ilian 3
because the compiler generates code that copies only two bytes
(assuming two-byte integers) into answer and not the 8 bytes
that typicall y comprise a double. If you include MAT!! II, the
program will work correctly.

In general each of C's standard library functions has its
prototy pe specified in a header file. For example, printf( ) and
scanf( ) have their prototypes in STDIO.H. This is one of the
reasons that it is important to include the appropriate header
File for each library hi oct ion you use.

4. There is one situation that you will encounter quite frequently
that is, at first, unsettling. Some character-based" functions
have a return type of mt rather than char. For example, the
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getchar( ) functions return type is mt not char. The reason
for this is found in the fact that C very cleanly handles the
conversion of characters to integers and integers hack to
characters. There is no loss of information. For example, the
following program is perfectly valid:

#include <stdjo.h>

mt get_a_char(vc'id

irit main(void)

char ch;

ch	 get_a_char )

printf("%c', ch)

return 0;

mt get_a_char (v.id)

return 'a

When get_a_char( ) returns, it elevates the character 'a' to an
integer by adding a high-order byte (or bytes) containing zeros.
When this value is assigned to ch in main( ), the high-order
by te (or bytes) is removed. One reason to declare tunctions like
get_a_char( ) as returning an integer instead of  character is
to allow various error values to be returned that are
intentionally outside the range of a char.

When a function returns a pointer, both the function and its
prototype must declare the same pointer return type. For
(xample, consider this short program

include zstdio.h>

mr * ifli t( ifl t x);

tnt count;

mt main (void)
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mt p;

P = jnii(110) I return pointer

printf("count (through p) is %d',	 p);

return 0;

irit*init(int x)

Count = x;

return &Count; /* return a pointer 1

As you can see, the function init( ) returns a pointer to the
global variable count. Notice the way that the return type for
init( ) is specified. This same general form is used for any sort
of pointer return type. Although this example is trivial,
functions that return pointers are quite valuable in many
programming situations. One other thing: if a lii ru:tion returns a
pointer, then it must make sure that the object being pm nied 11)

does not go out-of-scope when the function returns. This means
that you must not return pointers to local variables.

6. The main( ) function does not have (nor does it require) a
prototype. This allows you to define main( ) any way that is
supported by your compiler. This book uses

jot main(void) {

because it is one of the most common forms. Another
frequently used form of main( ) is shown here:

void main(void)

This form is used when no value is returned by main( ). Later
in this chapter, you will sec another form of main( ) that has
parameters.

The reason main( ) does not have a prototype is to allow C
to he used in the widest variety of environments. Since the
precise conditions present at program start-up and what actions
must occur at program termination may difhr widel y from one
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operating system to the next, C allows the acceptable firms o
main( ) to he determined by the compiler. However, nearly all
compilers will accept mt main(void) and void main(void).

EXERCISES

1. Write a program that creates a function, called avg( ), that
reads ten floating-point numbers entered by the user and
returns their average. Use an old-style forward reference and
not a function prototype.

2. Rewrite the program from Exercise I so that it uses a function
prototype.

3. Is the hllowiug program correct7 if not, why not? Ii it is, can it
he made better?

#include <stdio.h>

double myfunc();

mt main (void)

printf(%t, myfuric(10.2)

return 0;

double myfunc (double nuin)

return num / 2.0;

4. Show the prototype for a function called Purge( ) that has no
parameters and returns a pointer to a double.

5. On your own, experiment with the concepts presented in this
Section.
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UNDERSTAND RECURSION
rson is the process by which something is defined in terms of

itself.'hen applied to computer languages, recursion means that a
functi can call itself. Not all computer languages support recursive
functions, but C does. A very simple example of recursion is shown in
this program:	 -

#include <stdio.h>

void recurse(int i).

mt main(void)

recur5e(0);

return O

void recue(int I)

if I i<1O

recurse(i+1); / recursive call

printf(%d ,

This program prints

9876543210

on the screen. Let's see why.
The recurse	 function is first called with 0. This is rccursc( )'s

first activation. —Since —0 is-s less than 10, recur( ) then calls itself with
the value of  (in thiasc 0) plus I. This is the second activation of
rccurac( ), and i equals I. This causes recurse( ) to be called again
using the value 2. This process repeats until recune( ) is called with
the value 10. This causes recurse( ) to return. Since it returns to the
point of its call, it will execute the printf( ) statement in its previous
activation, print 9, and return. This, then, returns to the point of its
call in the previous activation, which causes 8 to be displayed, The
process continues until all the calls return, and the program
terminates.
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It is important to understand that there are not multiple copies of a
recursive function. Instead, only one copy exists. When a function IS

called, storage for its parameters and local data are allocated on the
stack. Thus, when a function is called recursively the In ni:tiotl begins
executing with a new set of' parameters and local variables, but the
(;()de that constitutes the function remains the same.

If you think about the preceding program, you will see that
re( ursion is essentially a new type of program control mechanism.
'this is why every recursive function you write will have a conditional
statement that controls whether the function will call itself again or
return. Without such a statement, a recursive function will simply run
wild, using up all the memory alloc:ited to the stack and then crashing

the program.
Recursion is generally employed sparingly. However, it can he

luite useful in simplifying certain algorithms. For example, the
Quicksort sorting algorithm is difficult to implement without the

LISP of recursion. If you are new to programming in general, you
might find yourself uncomfortable with recursion, Don't worry; as
you become more experienced, the use of recursive functions will

become more natural.

T

EXAMPLES

 The recursive program described above can he altered to print
the numbers 0 through 9 on the screen. To accomplish this,
only the position of the printf( ) statement needs to be

changed, as shown here:

#include <stdio.h'

void recursetirit i);

mt main(void)

recurse(0)

return 0;

void recurse)i,flt 1)
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if (i<10)

printf("%d

recurse Ii + 1 ;

Because the call to printf( ) now precedes the recursive call to
recurse(), the numbers are printed in ascending order.

2. The following program demonstrates how recursion can be used
to copy one string to another.

#include <stdio,h>

void rcopy(char esi, char s2)

mt main (void)

char str[803;

rcopy(str, "this is a test');
printf(str)

return 0;

II

/* Copy s2 to si using recursion. */
void rcopy(char s1, char *52)

jf(*s2) ( /.* if not at end of s2 *1
=

rcopy(sl, s2);

else *sl = '\O'; (* null terminate the string *,

The program works by assigning the character currentl y pointed
to by s2 to the one pointed to by si, and then incrementing bothpointers. These pointers are then used in a recursive call to
rcopyQ, until s2 points to the null that terminates the string.

Although this program makes an interesting example of
recursion, no professional c programmer would actually code a
function like this for one simple reason: efficiency, It takes
more time to execute a function call than it does to execute a

14

M
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loop. Therefore, tasks like this will almost always be coded

using an iterative approach.

3 It is possible to have a program in which two or more functions

are nutuall,y recursive. Mutual recursion occurs when one
function calls another, which in turn calls the first. For examples

study this short program:

linciude <stdio.h>

void f2(iflt b);

void El (mt a)

mt main(void)

El (30);

return 0;

void fl(inL a)

if(a) f2(a-1)

printf(%d ', a);

void f2(int. b)

C.
priritf(*.);

if (b) fl (b-1);

This pro0am displays

.. ........024681012141618202224262830

on the screen. Its output is caused by the way the two functions
fl ( ) and f2( ) call each other. Each time fi () is called, it

checks to see if a is zero. If riot, it calls 12() with a-i. The f2()

function first prints a period and then checks to see if b is zero.

If not, it calls fl ( ) with b-i, and the process repeats.
Eventually, b is zero and the funttion calls start unraveling,

ciusmg ft ( ) to display the numbers 0 to 30 counting by twos.
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EXERCISES

1. One of the best known examples of recursion is the recursive
version of a function that computes the factorial of a number.
The factorial of a number is obtained by multiplying the original
number by all integers less than it and greater than 1.
Therefore, 4 factorial is 4x3x2, or 24. Write a function, called
fact( ), that uses recursion to compute the factorial of its
integer argument. Have it return the result. Also, demonstrate
its use in a program.

2. What is wrong with this recursive function?

void f(void)

mt i;

printf(jn f() \n");

/* call f() 10 times
for(i=0; i<10; i++) f( )

3. Write a program that displays a string on the screen, one
character at a time, using a recursive function.

MTAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT PARAMETERS

For computer languages in general, a subroutine can be passed
arguments in one of two ways. The first is called call by value. This
method copies the value of an argument into the formal parameter of
the subroutine. Therefore, changes made to a parameter of the
subroutine have no effect on the argument used to call it. The second
way a subroutine can have arguments passed to it is through call by
reference. In this method, the address of an argument is copied into the
parameter. inside the subroutine, the address is used to access the
actual argument. This means that changes made to the parameter w i ll
affect the argument.

By default, C uses call by value to pass arguments. This means that
you cannot alter the arguments used in a call to a function. What
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occurs to a parameter inside the function will have no effect on the
argument outside the function. However, as you saw in Chapter 6 it
is possible to manually construct a call by reference by passing a
pointer to an argument. Since this causes the address of the argument
to he passed, it then is possible to change the value of the argument
outside the function.

The classic example of a call-b y-reference function is swap( )
shown here. It exchanges the value of its two integer arguments.

'#inciude <stdio.h>

void swap(int i, mt *j)

mt main (void)

jot numi, num2;

riunil u 100;
nurn2	 800;

printf('nurnl: %d nuin2: %d\n, numi. nuni2);
&rium2);

princf("numl : %d nurrm2; %d\n' numi, num2);

return 0;
I]

/ Exchange the values pointed to by two integer pointers. I

void swap(int i, mt j)

ml temp;

temp =

= temp;

Since pointers to the two integers are passed to the function, the actual
values pointed to by the arguments are exchanged.

As you know, when an array is used as an argument to a function,
only the address of the array is passed, not a copy of the entire array,
which implies call-by-reference. This means that the parameter
declaration must be of a compatible pointer type. There are three
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ways to declare a parameter that is to receive a pointer to an array.
First, the parameter ma y he declared as an array of the same type and
size as that used to call the function. Second, it may he specified as an
unsizcd array. Finall y , and most commonly, it may be specihed as a
pointer to the base type of the array. The following prora rn
demonstrates all three methods:

#incjudp <stdio.h>

Void fi tint num[5]), f2 tint flum[]), f3 (int. *flUfl);

mt main(void)

mt count[5j	 Ti, 2, 3, 4, 51;

fl(courit)

f2 (count)

f3 (count)

return 0;

II

/* parameter specified as array I

void fifint flumES])

mt 1;

for(i=0; 1<5; i++) printf('%d 	 nuinti]);

J parameter specified as unsized array
void f2(int nurn]))

mt i;

for)i=0; 1<5; i++) printf("%d ", nuin(i));

/ parameter specified as pointer */
void f3) j nt *num)

ml i;
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for(i'O i<5; i++) printf(%d	 numliD;

Even though the three methods of declaring a parameter that will
receive a pointer to an array look different, they all result i t, a pointer

parameter being created.

I	 EXAMPLJ

I Some computer languages, such as BASIC, provide an input
function that allows you to specify a prompting message. C has
no counterpart for this type of function. E lowever, you can
easily create one. The prograni shown here uses the function

prompt( ) to display a prompting message and then to read a

	

number entered by the user.	 -

*include <stdio.ti'

void prompt(char *msg, mt *flUm).

mt mainivoid)

• • int i;
prompt("Eflter a num:	 &i)

printf(YoUr number is: %d" it

return 0;

	

void prornpt.(char *msg j	
*)

prinif (mag)

scanf("%d", nun);

Because the parameter num is already a pointer, you do not

need to precede it with an & in the ca l l to scanf( ). (In fact, it

would he an error to do so.)
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EXERCISES

1. Is this program correct? If not, why not?

*include <stdio.h>

myfunc(int nunt, mt mm, mt max);

int main(void)

mt 1;

printf(Entar a number between 1 and 10;

myfunc)&i. 1, 10);

return 0;

void myfunc lint nurn, mt mm, mt max)

do

scaf('%d", numL
while(*num<min 11

2. Write a program that creates an input function similar to
prompt( ) described earlier in this section. Have it input a
string rather than an integer.

3. Explain the difference between call by value and call by
reference.

pAss ARGUMENTS To main()

Many programs allow command-line arguments to be specified when
they are run. A command-line ar, umcri1 is the information that )ollu%'s
the program's name on the command line of the operating system.
Command-line arguments are used to pass information into a program
For example, when you use a text editor, you probably spec ily the
name of the tile you want to edit after the name of the text editor.
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Assuming you use a text editor called EDTEXT then this line cauSeS
the file TEST to he ed ited.

EDTEXT TEST

I Icre, TEST is a command-line argument.
Your C programs may also utilize command-line arguments. These

arc passed to a C program through two arguments to the main( )
function. The parameters are called argc. and argv. As you probably
guessed, these parameters are optional and are not present when no
cenimand-line arguments arc beIng used. Lets look at argc and argv
more closely.

The argt. parameter holds the number of arguments on the
coniiiiand-1 inc and is an integer. It will always he at least 1 because the
flmfll( of the program qualifies as the first argument.

The argv parameter is an array of string pointers. The most common
method for declaring argv is shown here:

char arqv[1:

'the empty brackets indicate that it is an array of undetermined
length. All command-line arguments arc passed to main( ) as strings.
To access an individual string, index argv. For example argv(OJ
points to the programs name and argvjlj points to the first argument.
This program displays all the command-line arguments that are
present when it is executed.

Jtinclucie <stdio.h>

mt rnain(int argc, char arqv[l)

lOt i,	 a

for(i=1; i<argc; i++) printf("%s ", argv[i]);

riLurn 0;

C does not specify what constitutes a command-line argument,
because operating systems vary considerably on this point. I lowever,
the most common convention is as follows: Each corn ntand-1 inc
argument mushe separated by a space or a tab character. Commas,
semicolons, and the like arc not considered separators. For example,
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This is a test

is made up of four strings, but

this, that,and,another

is one string.
If you need to pass a command-line argument that dots, in fact,

contain spaces, you must place it between quotes, as shown in this
example:

'this is a test'

The names of argv and argc arc arbitrary—you can USC any names
you like. However, argc and argv are traditional and have been used
since C's origin. It is a good idea to use these names so that anyone
reading your program can quickly idcntifv them as the command-line
parameters.

One last point: the ANSI C standard only defines the argc and argv
parameters. I Iowever, your compiler may allow additional parameters
to main( ). For example, some DOS or Windows compatible compilers
allow access to environmental information through a command-line
argument. Check your compiler's user manual.

1. When you pass numeric data to a program, that data will he
received in its string form. Your program will need to convert
it into the proper internal format using one or another of C's
standard library funètions. The most common conversion
functions are shown here, using their prototypes:

mt atol (char *str);

double atof (char str):

long atol (char *str).

These functions use the STDLLB.H header file. The atoi( )
function returns the mt equivalent of its string argument. The
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atof( ) returns the double equivalent of its string argument,
and the atol( ) returns the long equivalent of its string
argument. If you call one of these functions with a string that is
not a valid number, zero will he returned. The following program
demonstrates these functions. To use it, enter an integer, a long
integer, and a floating-point number on the command line. It
will then redisplay them on the screen.

#include <stdio.h>
*include <stdlib.h>

mt main(int argc, char *argv[])

mt 1;
double d;
long 1;

i = atoi(argv[l]);
1 = atol(argv[21);
d = atof(argv[3]);

printf("%d %ld %f'. , i, 1, d);

return 0;

2. This program coverts ounces to pounds. To use it, specify the
number of ounces on the command line.

*include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

mt main(int argc, char *argv[])

double pounds;

pounds = atof(argv[l)) / 16.0;
printf("%f pounds", pounds);

return 0;

3. Although the examples up to this point haven't done so,
you should verify in real programs, that the right number of
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command-line arguments have been supplied by the user. The
way to do this is to test the value of argc. For example, the
ounces-to-pounds program can be improved as shown here:

*include <stdio.h>
*include <stdllb.h>

mt mairi(int argc, char *argv[])

double pounds;

if(argc!=2) {
printf("Usage: CONVERT <ounces>\rI);

printf ("Try Again");

else
pounds = atof(argv(l]) / 16.0;

printf("%f pounds", pounds);

return 0;

This way the program will perform a conversion only if a
command-line argument is present. (Of course, you may

prompt the user for any missing information, if you choose.)
Generally, the preceding program will be written by a

professional C programmer like this:

#include <stdio.h>
include <stdlib.h>

mt main(int argc, char *argv()

double pounds;

if(argc=2)
printf('Osage: CONVERT <ounces>\n");

printf("Try Again");

exit(l); / stop the program

pounds	 atof(axgv[1]) / 16.0;

printf(%f pounds", pounds);
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return 0;

When some condition necessary for a program's execution has
not been met, most C programmers call the standard library
function exit( ) to terminate the program. The exit( ) function
has this prototype:

void exitOnt return-code);

and uses the STDLIB.H header file. When exit( ) terminates
the program, it returns the val •ie of return-code to the operating
system. By convention, most operating systems use a return
code of zero to mean that a program has terminated normally.
Nonzero values indicate abnormal termination.

EXERCISES

I. Write a program that accepts two command-line arguments.
Have the program compare them and report which is
lexicographically greater than the other.

2. Write a program that takes two numeric arguments and displays
their sum.

3. Expand the program in Exercise 2 so that it takes three
arguments. The first argument must be one of these words: add,
subtract, multiply, or divide. Based on the value of the first
argument, perform the requested operation on the remaining
two numeric arguments.

'OMPARE OLD-STYLE To MODERN
FUNCTION PARAMETER DECLARATIONS

Early versions of C used a different parameter declaration method
than has been shown in this book. This original declaration method is
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now ca1ld the. old-style or classic form. The form used in this hook is
the modern form. It was introduced when the ANSI C standard was
created. While the modern form should be used for all new programs,
You will still find examples of old-style parameter declarations in older
programs and you need to be familiar with it.

The general form of the old-style parameter declaration is shown
here:

type function-name (parameterl, parameter2, ... parameterN)
type parameter 1;
type parameter2;

tjq,e paratneterN;

function-code

Notice that the declaration is divided into two parts. Within the
parentheses, only the names of the parameters are specified. Outside
the parentheses, the types and names are specified. For example,
given the following modern declaration

float f)char ch, long size, double max)

the equivalent old-style declaration is

float f(ch, size, max)
char ch;
long size;
double max;
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One other aspect of the old-style declaration is that you can specify
more than one parameter after the type name. For example, this is
perfectly valid:

myfunc(i, j, k)
i.nt i, j, k;

The ANSI C standard specifies that either the old-style or the
modern declaration form may be used. The reason for this is to
maintain compatibility with older C programs. (There are literally
millions of lines of C code still in existence that use the old-style
form.) So, if you see programs in books or magazines that use the
classic form, don't worry; your compiler will he able to compile
them. However for all new programs, you should definitely use the
modern form.

1. This program uses the old declaration form:

#include 'stdio.h>

mt areaint 1, mt W);

mt main (void)

printf("area is %d, area(10, 13));
return 0;

mt area(1, w)
mt 1, W;

return 1 * w;
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Notice that even though the old form of parameter declaration is

used to define the function, it is still possible to prototype the

function.

EXERCISES

1. Convert this program so'that f_to_m( ) uses the old-style

declaration form.

tinclude <stdio.h>

double f_to_m(double f);

mt main(void)

double feet;

printfEnter feet; ")

scanf(%1f, &feet);

printf("Me ters: %f	 fto_rn(feet));

return 0;

double f_tom(double f)

return f / 38;

TS k I I tI* C ̂he C^k
At this point you should he able to answer these questions and

perform these exercises:

I. How do you prototype a function that does not have parameters?

2. What lç a function prototype, and what are the benefits of it?

3. How do command-line arguments get passed to a C program?
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4. Write a program that uses a recursive, function to display the
letters of the alphabet.

5. Write a program that takes a string as a command-line
argument. Have it output the string in coded form. To code the
string, add I to each character.

6. What is the prototype for this function?

double niyfunc(int x, mt y, char ch)

7. Show how the function in Exercise 6 would be coded using the
old-style function declaration.

8. What does the exit( ) function do?

9. What does the atoi( ) function do

Cumulative
Skills Check

This section checks how well you have integrated the material in
this chapter with that from earlier chapters.

I. Write a program that allows access only if the user enters the
correct password as a command-line parameter. If the user
enters the right word, print Access Permitted; otherwise print
Access Denied.

2. Create a function called string...up() that transforms the string
it is called with into uppercase characters. Demonstrate its use
in a program. (Flint, use the toupper() function to convert
lowercase characters into uppercase-)
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Write a function called avg() that averages a list of floating-point
values. The function will have two arguments. The first is a
pointer to the array containing the numbers; the second is an
integer value, which specifics the Size or the array. I)enioiistratc
its use in a program.

Explain how pointers allow C to construct a call-by-retercmcr
parameter.
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N this chapter you will learn about Cs console I ,'0 functions.

These are the functions that read or write information to and from
the console. You have already been using some of these functions.
Here we will look at them in detail. This chapter begins with a
short but necessary digression that introduces another of Cs

preprocessor directives: #define.

Review
Skills Check

Before proceeding, you should be able to answer these questions
and perform these exercises:

1.What must you do to enable the compiler to check that a
function is being called correctly?

2. What are the principal advantages of using function prototypes?

3. Write a program that uses a function called hypot( ) that
returns the length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle when
passed the length of the two opposing sides. Have the function
re turn a double value. The type of the parameters must be
double as well. Demonstratc.the function in a program. (The
Pythagorean theorem states that thinof the squares of the
two opposing sides equals the squarpf the, hypotenuse.)

4. What return type should you use for a AunctiOñ that returns
no value?

5. Write a recursive functjoxi'called rstrlen( ) that uses recursion
to compute the length of a string. Demontrate it in ti orogram.

6. Write a program that reports how many command line
arguments it ha been 6alled with. Also, have it display the
contents of the last one.

7. How is this declaration coded using the old-style function
declaration form?

void func(int a, char ch, double d)
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A-RN ANOTHER PREPROCESSOR
DIRECTIVE

As you recall, the C preprocessor performs various manipulations on
the source code of your program before it is actually compiled. A
preprocessor directive is simply an instruction to the preprocessor. Up

to this point, y ou have learned about and have used one preprocessor

directive, #includc. Before proceeding, you need to learn about

another: ftdefine.
The #dcfine directive tells the preprocessor to perform a text

substitution throughout your entire program. That is, it causes one

sccluence of characters to he replaced by another. This process is
generally referred to as macro substitution. The general form of the

#dcfinc statemcn:	 'cmowri here:

#deline macro-name character-Sequence

Notice that this line does not end in a semicolon. Each time the

macro-namc is encountered in the program, the associated
claracter-seqi(cncc is sLibstituted for it. l'or example, consider
this program:

nciude <stdio.h>

#defin MAX 100

mt main(void)

mt i;

tor(i = 0; i<MAX; 4__j prmntfV%d	 ii;

return 0;

When the identifier MAX is encountered by the preprocessor, 100 is

automatically substituted. Thus, the for loop will actually look like this

to the compiler:

for(i=0; i100; i) printf("%d 	 i)

Keep one thing clearl y in mind: At the time of the substitution, 100 is

simply a string of characters composed of a 1 and two Os. The
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preprocessor noes not convert a numeric string Into its internal binary
turiiia(. This is left to the compiler.

The macro name can he any valid C identifier. Thus, macro limnes
iii LLSt lotlow the same naming rules as do variables, Although niicro
names can appear in either upper- or lowercase letters, most
programmers have adopted the convention of using uppercase for
macro names. This makes it easy for anyone reading your program to

know when a macro name is being used.
There must he one or more spaces between the niicth ianie and

the character sequence. The character sequence can contain an y type
of character, including spaces. It is terminated by the end ol the line.

Preprocessor directives in general and #dcfinc iii particular arc not
affected b y C's code blocks. That is, whether you defIne a macro name
OLitSide of afl functions or within a function, once it is defined, all code
alter that point ma y have access to it, For example, this program
Prints 186000 on the screen

#incluie <otdio.h>

void f (Void)

jot main(void)

#define LIGHTSPEEL) 186000

H);

reLurn 0;

void f(void)

printf)'%ld", LTGHTSPI:I1));

There is one important point you must remember: Each
preprocessor directive must appear on its oWfl line.

Macro substitutions are useful for two main reasons. First, many C

library functions use certai i predefined values to indicate special
conditions or results. Your programs will need access to these values
when they use one of these functions. However, man y times the
actual value will vary between progranimug environments. For this
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reason, these values are usually specified using macro names. The
macro names are defined inside the header file that relates to each
specific function. You will see an example of this in the next section.

The second reason macro substitution is i mportant is that it call

help make it easier to maintain programs. For example, it you know
that a value, such as an array size, is going to he used several places in
your program it is better to create a macro for this value. Then if you
ever need to change this value, you simply change the macro
definition. All references to it will he changed automatically w1wrl the

program is recompiled.

EXAMPLES

• Since a macro substitution is simply a text replacement you can
use a macro name in place of a quoted string. For example, the
following program prints Macro Substitutions are Fun.

#iriclude <stdio,h>

#define FUN 'Macro Substitutions are Fun'

mt main(void)

printf (FUN);

return 0;

To the compiler, the printf( ) statement looks like this:

printf("Macro Substitutions are Fun");

2. Once a macro name has been defined, it can he used to help
define another macro name. For example, consider this program:

#include <stdio.h>

4tdefine SMALL 1
*define MEDIUM SMA1L+1

#define LARGE MEDIUMF1

mt main(void)

print.f("%d %d %d'	 SMALL, MEDIUM, LAR(-;E);
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return 0;

AS you iiuglit expect, it prints 1 2' 3 oil 	 screen.

3 If a macro name appears inside a quoted string, iio substitution
will take place. For, example, given this definition

define ERROR catastrophic error occurred

the following statement will not he affected.

prirItt("ERROR: Try aqain")

EXERCISES

I .

	

	 a program that defines two macro names. MAX and
COIINTUY. I Live the program count from zero t6 MAX-[ by
whatever value COIJNTHY is h'Iiimcl as. (Give COUNTBY the
value . for demonstration purposes.

2. Is this fragment correct?

#define MAX MIN*100

c.iefine MIN 10

3. is this fragment correct?
#define STR this is a test

print f(STR)

4. Is this program correct?

#define STL)IO <stdio.h>

#inciude STDIO

mt niainlvoid)

printr("This is a Lest.);

return 0;
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EXAMINE CHARACTER AND STRING
INPUT AND OUTPUT

Although you have already lea rued how to input and i)utJJUt o.ha ractcrs
and strings, this section looks at these processes on &: f'rniall.

The ANSI C standard defines these two functions tLaL porlarm
character input and output, respectively.

mt getchar(void);
mt putchar(int ch);

They both use the header file S1I)10. H. As mentioned earlier in
this hook, many compilers implement getchar( ) in a line-buffered
manner, which makes its use limited in an interactive etiviroflflicflt.
Most compilers contain a non-standard function called getchc( ),
which operates like gctchar( ), except that it is interactive. Discussion

of gctche( ) and other non-standard functions will occur LO a later

section.
The gctchar( ) function returns the next character typed on the

ke yboard. This cliaracter is read as an unsigned char converted

to an mt. How eve r, most commonly, your program will assign this
value to a char variable, even though gctchar( ) is declared as

returning an mt. If you do this, the high-order hrte( 	 of the i riteger

is simply discarded.
The reason that gctchar( ) returns an integer is that when .111 error

occurs while reading input, gctchar( ) returns the macro EOF, which

is a negative integer (usually -1). The EOF macro, defined in
STDIO.1 I, stands for end-of-file. Since EOF is an integer value, to allow

it to he returned, gctchar( ) must returfl an integer. In the vast
majority of circumstances, if an error occurs when reading from the
keyboard, it means that the computer has ceased to fOnction.
Therefore, most programmers don't usuall y bother checking for EOF
when using gcthar( ). 1'he just assume a valid character has been
returned. Of course, there are circumstances in which this is not
appropriate—for example, w]ieil I/O is redirected, as explained in
Chapter 9. But most of the time you will not need to worr y about

gctchar( ) encountering an error.
The putchar( ) function outputs a single character to the S( iern.

Although its parameter is declared to he of type int, this value is
converted into air nsmgncd char by the function. Thus, onl y the
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low-order by te of (;J1 is actually displayed. I Hhe. output operation is
succcssfiil, putchar( ) returns the character written. han output
error occurs, EOF is returned. For reasons similar to those given for
getchar( ) if ' outputtpu to the screen rails, the computer has probably
i:rashcd anyway, SO most programmers don't hoihei check i ig the
return value of putchar( ) for errors.

Me reason you might want to use putchar( ) rather tim ii printf( )
with the %c specifier '0 output a character is that putchar( ) is lister
and more efficient. Because printf( ) is more powerful and flexible, a
 .ill to printf( ) g(rieratcs greater overhead than a call to putchar( ).

I	 EXAMPLES

As stated earlier, gctchar( ) is generally implemented using
line buffering. When input is line buffered, no cha acters are
actually passed back to the calling program until the user
presses ENTER The following program denionstrates tins:

include <stdio.h:

mt main(void)

char ch;
do

ch - getchar (I
PULCh,3r(.');

while(ch

reLurn 0;

Instead of printing a period between each character, what you
will see on the screen is all the letters you typed before pressing
ENTER, followed by a string of periods.

One other point: When cntcring characters using gctchar( ),
pressing t;'i cewill cause the ncwlind4:liaractcr (\n) to he
returned. I lowever, when using one of the alternative
non-standard functions, pressing ENTER will cause the carriage
return character (\r) to he returned. Keep this difference in mind.

2. The following, program illustrates the fct that you can use C's
backslash character constants with putchar( ).
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4#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

putchar('A');

putchar ( '\n')

putchar ( 'B')

return 0;

This program displays

B

oil 	 screen.

EXERCISES	 -

1 Rewrite the program shown in the first example so that it
checks for errors on both input and output operations'-

2. What is wrong with this fragment?

char str[801 = this is a test

putchar(str)

EXAMINE SOME NON-STANDARD
CONSOLE FUNCTIONS

Re;aosc character input using getchar( ) is usually line-butTr.rrd, many
compilers supply additional input routines that provide itei'active
character input. You have already been introdLicecI [0 one of these:
g(-t(-,he( ) I lere is its prototype and that of its close relative getch ( )

nt 1jetche(void);
nt getch(void);
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Both functions use the neader file CONIO.H. The gctchc( ) lunction

waits until the next keystroke is entered at the keyboard. When a key
is pressed, gctche( ) echoes it to the screen and then immediately
returns the character. The character is read as an unsigned char and

elevated to mt. However, your routines can simply assign this vilue to

a char value. The gctch( ) function is the same as gctche( ), except

that the keystroke is not echoed to the screen.
Another very useful non-ANSI-standard function commonly

supplied with a C compiler is kbhit( ). it has this prototype.

nt kbhitvoid];

The kbhit( ) function also requires the header file CONIO.Fi. This
function is used to determine whether a key has been pressed or not.
If the user has pressed a ke y , this function returns true (nonzero), but
does not read the character, if a ke ystroke is waiting, you ma y read it

with gctchc( ) or gctch( ). If no keystroke is pending, kbhit( )

returns false (zero).
For some compilers, the non-standard i/O functions such as

gctche( ) are not compatible with the standard i/O functions such

as prmntt( ) or scanf( ). When this is the case, fluxing the two can
cause unusual prograrn behavior. Most troubles caused by this
incompatibility occur when inputting information (although Problems
could occur on output). If the standard and non-standard I/O
functions are not compatible in your compiler, you ma y need to use

non-standard versions of scanf( ) and/or printt( ), too. These are

called cprintf( ) and cscanf( ).
The cprintf( ) function works like printf( ) except that it does not

translate the newhine character (\n) into the carriage return, linefeed
pair as does the printf( ) function. Therefore, it is necessary to
explicitly output the carriage return \r) where desired. The cscanf( )

function works like the scanf( ) function. Both cprintf( ) and

cscanf( ) use the CONIO.H header file. The cprintf( ) and cscanf'()
functions are expressly designed to be compatible with getch( ) and

gctchc( ), as well as other non-standard I/O functions.

- Note

MicrosoftMicrosoft C+ + supports the fun ctioris just described In addition, it provides

alternative names for the functions that begin with an underscore. For example,
when using Visual C++, you can specify getciie() as ..getcheQ, too.
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One last point: Even for compilers that have incompatibilities
'netween the standard and non-standard I/O functions, such
incompatibilities sometimes only apply in one case and not another. If
you encounter a problem, just try substituting a different function.

1. The getch( ) function lets you take greater control of the
screen because you can determine what is displayed each time a
key is struck. For example, this program reads characters until a
'q' is typed. All characters are displayed in uppercase using the

cprintf() function.

*include <stdio.h>

*include <coniO.h>

#include <ctype.h>

mt main(void)

char ch;

do
ch = getch;
cprintf("%c' toupper(ch)):

while(ch

return 0;

2. '['he kbhit() function is very useful when you want to let a
user interrupt a routine without actually forcing the user to
continually respond to a prompt like Continue?. For example,
this program prints a 5-percent sales-tax table in increments of
20 cents. The program continues to print the table until either
the user strikes a key or the maximum value is printed.

*include <stdio.h>

*include <conio.h>

mt main(void)

double amour
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amount	 0.20;

cprintf ("Printing 5-percent tax table\n\r")

cprintf("Press a key to stop.\ri\n\r");

do

cprintf("amount: %f, tax: %f\n\r", amount.

amount 0 05

if (kbhit I ) break;

amount = amount + 0.20;

while(amourit < 100.0);

return 0;

In the calls to cprintf( ),notice how both the carriage. return
(\r) and the newliuc (\n) must he output. As expIrrnecI,
cprintf( ) does not automatically convert newhities ni;
carnage return, hinefeed pairs.

EXERCISES

• Write a prograrn that displays the ASCII code of each character
typed. Do not display the actual character, however.

2 Write a program that prints periods on the screen until von
press a key.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT gets() AND

puts()

Although both gets( ) and puts( ) were introduced earlier, let's take a
closer look at them now. Their function prototypes are

char 'gets(char 'sir):
mt puts(char *std;

These functions use the header file STDIO.H. The gets() function
reads characters entered at the keyboard until a carriage return is read
(i.e., until the user presses ENTER). It stores the characters in the array
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pointed to by str. The carriage return is not added to the string.
Instead, it is converted into the null terminator. If successful, gcts( )

returns a pointer to the start of str. If an error occurs, a null pointer

is returned.	 -
The puts( ) function outputs the string pointed to by sir to the

screen. it automatically appends a carriage return, line-feed sequence.

If successful, puts( ) returns a non-negative value. If an error occurs,

LOF is returned.
The main reason you may want to use puts( ) instead of printf( )

to output a string is that puts( ) is much smaller and faster. While this
is not important in the example programs shown in this hook, it may

he in some applications.

I. This program shows how you can use the return value of gcts( )
to access the string holding the input information. Notice that
this program also confirms that no error has occurred before
attempting to use the string.

#include <std±o.h>

mt main(void)

char 'p, str[801;

printf ("Enter a string:

p = gets(str);

if(p) / if not null */

printf("%s %s", p, str);

return 0;

2. if you simply want to make sure that gets( ) did not encounter

an error before proceeding, you can place gets( ) directly inside

an if statement, as illustrated by the following program:

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

char str[80];
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printf("Enter a string:

if(gets(str) )	 7" it not null

printf('Here is your string: %s", .str);

return 0;

Because a null pointer is false, there is no need for the
intermediary variable p, and the gets( ) statement can be put
dirr':tly inside the if.

3	 is important to understand that even though gets( ) returns a
pointer to the start of the string, it still must he called with a
pointer to an actual array. For example, the following is wrong:

char *p;

P = gets(p); I wrong!!	 *1

Here, there is no array defined ino which gets( ) can Put the
string. This will result in a program failure.

4. This program outputs the words one, two, and three on three
separate lines, using puts( ).

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

puts ("one");

puts("two')

puts("three")

return 0;

EXERCISES

1. Compile the program shown in Example 2, above. Note the size
of the compiled code. Next, convert it so that it uses printf()
statements, instead of puts( ). You will find that the printf( )
version is several bytes larger.
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2. Is this program correct? If not, why not?

#include <stdio.h>

mt main (void)

char 'p. *g;

printf(Eflter a string: );
P = gets(q);
printf(p)

return U;

fp7ASTER printt()

Although you already know many things about pruitf( ), you will be
surprised by how many more features it has. In this section you will
learn about some more of them. To begin lets review what you
know so far.

The printf( ) function has this prototype:

mt printf(char *control-string ...):

.The periods indicate a variable-length argument list. The printf()
function returns the number of characters output. If an error occurs, it
returns a negative number. Frankly, few programmers bother with the
return value of printf( ) because, as mentioned earlier, if the console
is not working, the computer is probably not functional anyway.

The control string may contain two types of items: characters to be
output and format specifiers. All format specifiers begin with %. A
format specifier, also referred to as a format code, determines how its
matching argument will be displayed. Format specifiers and their
arguments are matched from left to right, and there must be as many
arguments as there are specifiers.

The format specifiers accepted by prinff( ) are shown in Table 8-1.
You have already learned about the %c, %d, %s, %u, %p, and %f
specifiers. The others will be examined now.
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Code	 Format

Oftc	 Character
Signed decimal integers

0/nj	 Signed decimal integers

Woe	 Scientific notation Ijowercase 'e)

WoE	 Scientific notation (uppercase 'E')
Oftjf 	 Decimal floating point

Uses Woe or Wof, whichever is shorter

Uses WoE or Wof, woichever is shorter

Woo	 Unsigned octal

0/Os	 String of characters
Unsigned decimal integers

%x	 Unsigned hexadecimal (lowercase letters)

0/oX	 Unsigned hexadecimal (uppercase letters)

Displays a pointer

Won	 The associated argument is a pointer to an integer into which the
number of characters written so far is placed.

Prints a ,'o sign

The %i command is the same as %d and is redundant.
You can display numbers of type float or double using scientific

notation by using either %e or %E. The only difference between the
two is that %e uses a lowercase e' and %E uses an uppercase 'E'.
These specifiers may have the L modifier applied to them to allow

them to display values of type long double.
The %g and %G specifiers cause output to be in either normal or

scientific notation, depending upon which is shorter. The difference
between the %g and the %G is whether a lower- or uppercase 'e' is
used in cases where scientific notation is shorter. These specifiers may
have the L modifier applied to them to allow them to display values of

type long double.
You can display an integer in octal format using %o or in

hexadecimal using %x or %X. Using %x causes the letters 'a' through
f) to be displayed in lowercase. Using %X causes them to be displayed
in uppercase. These specifiers may have the h and I modifiers applied

to allow them to display short and long data types, respectively.
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The argument that matches the %n specifier must be a pointer to an
integer. When the %n is encountered, printf( ) assigns the integer
pointed to by the associated argument the number of characters
output so far.

Since all format commands begin with a percent sign, you must use
%% to output a percent sign.

All but the %%, %p, and %c specifiers may have a minimum-
field-width specifier and/or a precision specifier associated with them.
Both of these are integer quantities. If the item to output is shorter
than the specified minimum field width, the output is padded with
spaces, so that it equals the minimum width. However, if the
output is longer than the minimum, output is not truncated. The
minimum-field-width specifier is placed after the % sign and before
the format specifier.

The precision specifier follows the minimum-field-width specifier.
The two are separated by a period. The Precision specifier affects
different types of format specifiers differently. If it is applied to the
%d, %i, 96o, %u or %x specifiers, it determines how many digits are to
be shown. Leading zeros are added if needed. When applied to %f, %e,
or %E, it determines how many digits will be displayed after the
decimal point. For %g or %G, it determines the number of significant
digits. When applied to the %s, it specifies a maximum field width. If a
string is longer than the maximum-field-width specifier, it will be
truncated.

By default, all numeric outptit is right justified. To left justify
output, put a minus sign directly after the % sign.

The general form of a format specifier is shown here. Optional
items are shown between brackets.

%[-] [minimum-fie/d-widtlij [.1 [precision] format-specifier

For example, this format specifier tells prinff( ) to output a double
value using a field width of 15, with 2 digits after the decimal point.

%15.2f

L EXAMPLEj

I. If you don't want to specify a minimum field width, you can
still specify the precision, Simply put a period in front of the
precision value, as illustrated by the following program'
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#include <stdio.h>

mt main (void)

printf(%.5d\n, 10);

printf($%.2f\n, 99.95);
printf(*%.10s, Not all of this will be printed\n");

return 0;

The output from this program looks like this:

00010
$99.95
Not all of

Notice the effect of the precision specifier as applied to each
data type.

2. The minimum-field-width specifier is especially useful for
creating tables that contain columns of numbers that must line
up. For example, this program prints 1000 random numbers in
three columns. It uses another of C's standard library functions,
rand(), to generate the random numbers. The rand()
function returns a random integer value each time it is called. It
uses the header STDLIB.H.

#include <stdio.h>
tinclude <stdlib.h>

mt main (void)

jot i;

for(i=0; i<1000; j++)
rintf(%10d %lOd %10d\n, rand)), raid(), rand)));

return 0;

Part of the output from this program is shown here. Notice how
the columns are aligned. (Remember, if you try the program,
you will probably see different numbers.)
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10982

7117

22 948

14558

18492

26721

27119

13985

30252

19816
17995

13310

15561

11288

5892

5364

20427

8812

12347

130

11656

6415

9004

22879

5412
25047

7190

27509

14779

19651
734

295
18489

8664

22766

21151

25795

12666

346

1090

17595

31126

3571

1360

22463

31441

31214
26571

21681

23593

3979

16092
28466

13863

17639

100
15108

3. This program prints the value 90 four different ways: decimal,
octal, lowercase hexadecimal and uppercase hexadecimal. It
also prints a floating-point number using scientific notation with
a lowercase 'e' and an uppercase 'E'.

#iflclude <Stdio.h>

irit mairl(void)

prinf(%d %o %x %X\n, 90, 90, 90, 90);
printf%e %E\n, 99.231. 99.231);

return 0;

The output from this program is shown here:

90 32 5a 5A
9.92310e+Qi 9.92310E+01

4. The f'ollowing program demonstrates the %n specifier:
#include <stdjo.h>

mt main (void)
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Like printf( ), scanf( ) has many more features uian we have used
so far. In this section, several of these additional features are explored.
Lets begin by reviewing what you have already learned.

The prototype for scanf( ) is shown here.

mt scanfchar control-string. ...);

The control-string consists mostly of format specifiers. However, it can
contain other characters. (You will learn about the effect of other
characters in the control string soon.) The format specifiers determine

fl/7ASTER scanf()
mt i;

print t%d %f\n%n, 100, 123 .23, &il;

printf%d characters output so far, i>;

return 0;

Its output looks like this:

100 123.230000
15 characters output so far

The fifteenth character is the newline.

1. Write a program that prints a table of numbers, each line
consisting of a number, its square, and its cube. Have the table
begin at 2 and end at 100. Make the columns line up, and left
justify each column.

2. How would you output this line using printf()?

Clearance price: 40% off as marked

3. Show how to display 1023.03 SC) that only two decimal places
are printed.
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how scanf( ) reads information into the variables pointed to by the
arguments that follow the control string. The specifiers are matched in
order, from left to right, with the arguments. There must be as many
arguments as there are specifiers. The format specifiers are shown in
Table 8-2. As you can see, the scanf( ) specifiers are very much like
the printf( ) specifiers.

The scanf() function returns the number of fields assigned values.
If an error occurs before any assignments are made, EOF is returned.

The specifiers %x and %o are used to read an unsigned integer
using hexadecimal and octal number bases, respectively.

The specifiers %d, %i, %u, %x, and %o may he modified by the h
when inputting into a short variable and by 1 when inputting into a
long variable.

The specifiers %e, %f, and %g are equivalent. They all read
floating-point numbers represented in either scientific notation or
standard decimal notation Unmodified, they input information into a
float variable. You can modify them using an 1 when inputting into a
double. To read a long double, modify them with an L.

You can use scanf( ) to read a string using the %s specifier, but you
probably won't want to. Here's why: When scanf( ) inputs a string, it
stops reading that string when the first whitespace character is
encountered. A whitespace character is either a space, a tab, or a

Code

Read a single character

Wad	 Read a decimal integer
Read a decimal integer

Woe	 Read a floating-point number
Read a floating-point number

Wag	 Read a Floating-point number

Woo	 Read an octal number
Was	 Read a string
Wax	 Read a hexadecimal number

Read a pointer
Wan	 Receives an integer value equal to the number of characters read so far

Read an unsigned integer
Scan for a set of characters

The scanf() Format Specifiers V
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newline. This means that you cannot easily use scanf( ) to read input
like this into a string:

this is one string

Because there is a space after this, scanf( ) will stop inputting
the string at that point. This is why gets( ) is generally used to
input strings.

The %p specifier inputs a memory address using the format
determined by the host environment. The %n specifier assigns the
number of characters input up to the point the %n is encountered to
the integer variable pointed to by its matching argument. Tie %n may
be modified by either I or h so that it may assign its value to either a
long or short variable.

A very interesting taturc of scanf( ) is called a scanser. A scanset
specifier is created by putting a list of characters inside square
brackets. For example, here is a scanset specifier containing the
letters 'ABC.

% (ABC

When scanf( ) encounters a scanset, it begins reading input into
the character array pointed to by the scanset's matching argument. It
will only continue reading characters as loxg as the next character is
part of the scanset. As soon as a character that is not part of the
scanset is found, scanf( ) stops reading input for this specifier and
moves on to any others in the control string.

You can specify a range in a scanset using the - (h y phen). For
example, this scanser specifies the characters 'A' through W.

% [A-z

Technically, the use of the hyphen to specify a range is not specified
by the ANSI C standard, but it is nearly universally accepted.

When the scariset is very large, sometimes it is easier to specify
what is not part of a scanset. To do this, precede the set with a A

For example,

%V01234567891

When scanf( ) encounters this scansct, it will read any characters
except the digits 0 through 9.
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You can suppress the assignment of a field by putting an asterisk
immediately after the % sign. This can be very useful when inputting
information that contains needless characters. For exa.pIe, given this
scanf( ) statement

mt first, second;

scanf(%d%c%d", &first, &second);

this input

555-2345

will cause scanf() to assign 555 to first, discard the -, and assign
2345 to second. Since the hyphen is not needed, there is no reason to
assign it to anything. Hence no associated argument is supplied.

You can specify a maximum field width for all specifiers except %c,
for which a field is always one character, and %n, to which the
concept does not apply. The maximum field width is specified as an
unsigned integer, and it immediately precedes the format specifier
character. For example, this limits the maximum length of a string
assigned to str to 20 characters:

scanf(%20s, str);

If a space appears in the control string, then scanf( ) will begin
reading and discarding whitespace characters until the first
non-whitespace character is encountered. If any other character
appears in the control string, scanf( ) reads and discards all matching
characters until it reads the first character that does not match
that character.

One other point: As scanf( ) is generally implemented, it
line-buffers input in the same way that getchar() often does. While
this makes little difference when inputting numbers, its lack of
interactivity tends to make scanf( ) of limited value for other
types of input,

1. To see the effect of the %s specifier, try this program. When
prompted, type this is a test and press ENTER. You will see
only this redisplayed on the screen. This is because, w}en
reading strings, scanf() stops when it encounters the trst
whitespace character.
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#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

char str[80];

/* Enter this is a test'

printf(Enter a string: );

scanf('%s", str);

printf str)

return 0;

2. Here's an example of a scanset that accepts both the upper- and
lowercase characters. Try entering some letters, then any other
character, and then some more letters. After you press ENTER,
only the letters that you entered before pressing the non-letter
key will be contained in str.

#include <stdio.h>

mt main(void)

char str(801;

printf'Enter letters, anything else to stop\n);

scanf("%[a-zA-Z], str);

printf (str)

return 0;

3. If you want to read a string containing spaces using scanf( ),
you can do so using the scanset shown in this slight variation of
the previous program.

#include <stdjo,h>

mt main (void)

char str[801;

printf("Enter letters and spaces\n");
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scanf(%(a-A-Z ], str);

printf (str)

return 0;

You could also specify punctuation symbols and digits, so that
you can read virtually any type of string. However, this is a
fairly cumbersome way of doing things.

4. This program lets the user enter a number followed by an
operator followed by a second number, such as 12 + 4. It then
performs the specified operation on the two numbers and
displays the results.

*include <stdio.h>

hit main (void)

jot i j;

char op;

printfVEnter operation:
scanS (*%d%c%cP, &i, &op, &j);

switch(op)
case '+': printf('%d", i+j);

break;
case	 printf(%d, i-j);

break;
case '/': if(j) printf("%d, i/j)

break;
case '' printf(%d" j*j);

return 0;

Notice that the format for entering the information is somewhat
restricted because no spaces are allowed between the first
number and the operator. It is possible to remove this
restriction. As you know, scanf( ) automatically discards
leading whitespace characters except when you use the %c
specifier. However, since you know that the operator will not be
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a whitespace character, you can modify the scanf( ) command
to look like this:

scanf("%ci %c%d", &i, &op, &j);

Whenever there is a space in the control string, scanf( ) will
match and discard whitespace characters until the first
non-whitespace character is found. This includes matching zero
whitespace characters. With this change in place, you can enter
the information into the program using one or more spaces
between the first number and the operator.

5. This program illustrates the maximum-field-width specifier:

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)

mt 1, j:

printf(Enter an integer:	 );
scanf(%3d%d, &i, &j);

printf(%d %d, i, j);

return 0;

If you run this program and enter the number 12345, i will be
assigned 123, andj will have the value 45 The reason for this is
that scanf( ) is told that i's field is only three characters long.
The remainder of the input is then sent to j.

6. This program illustrates the effect of having non-whitespace
characters in the control string. It allows you to enter a decimal
value, but it assigns the digits to the left of the decimal pOint to
one integer and those to the right of the decimal to another. The
decimal point between the two %d specifiers causes the decimal
point in the number to be matched and discarded.

#include <stdio.h>

lt main(void)

mt i, j

printf(Enter a decimal number: );
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scanf(%d.%d, &i, &j);

printf('left part: %d, right part: %d, 1, j.};

return 0;

[rT.:

I. Write a program that prompts for your name and then inputs
your first, middle and last names. Have the program read no
more than 20 characters for each part of your name. Finally,
have the program redisplay your name.

2. Write a program that reads a floating-point number as a string
using a scanset.

3. Is this fragment correct ? If not why not?
char ch;

scanf("%2c, &ch);

4. Write a program that inputs a string, a double, and an integer.
After these items have been read, have the program display how
many characters were input. (Hint: use the %n specifier.)

5. Write a program that converts a hexadecimal number entered
by the user into its corresponding decimal and octal equivalents.

Tstery

lls Check

Before proceeding you should be able to answer these questions and
perform these exercises:

1. What is the difference bet reen getchar, getche( ), and
gctch?

2. What is the difference between the %c and the %E prrntf()
format specifiers?
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This section checks how well you have integrated the material in
this chapter with that from earlier chapters.

1. Write a program that allows you to enter the batting averages for
the players on a little league team. (Assume there are exactly 9
players.) 1-lave the user enter the first name and batting average
of each player. Use a two-dimensional character array to hold
the names and a one-dimensional double array to hold the
batting averages. Once all the names are entered, have the
program report the name and average of the players with the
highest and lowest averages. Also, have the program display the
team average.

2. Write a program that is a simple electronic library card catalog.
Have the program display this menu:

Card Catalog:
1. Enter
2. Search by Author
3. Search by Title
4. Quit

Choose your selection:

Cumulative
Skills Check

3. What is a scaxisct?

4. Write a program, using 8canfO, that inputs your first name,
birth date (using the format mm/dd/yy), and telephone
number. Redisplay the information on the screen to verify that
it was input correctly.

5. What is one advantage to using puts( ) over printf( ) when
you only need to output a string? What is one disadvantage to
puts( )?

6. Write a program that defines a macro called COUNT as the
value 100. Have the program then use this macro to control a
for loop that displays the numbers 0 through 99.

7. What is EOF, and where is it defined?
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If you choose Enter, have the program repeatedly input the name,
author, and publisher of a book. Have this process continue until the
user enters a blank line for the name of the book.

For searches, prompt the user for the specified author or title and
then, if a match is found, display the rest of the information. After you
finish this program, keep your file, because in the next chapter you
will learn how to save the catalog to a disk file.




